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1 -A football status still in jeopardy
By Mark J. Tennis
It’s one down and one to go for the SJSU football
program after the NCAA announced last night that PCAA
rival Utah State University would retain its Division I-A
status.
Before the official statement was released, Utah
State’s status had been undetermined along with the
Univeristy of the Pacific. Pacific’s status remains unclassified, pending an audit by the NCAA.
SJSU’s football team has been temporarily classified
as I -AA by the NCAA. SJSU can be moved back to Division
I -A until Sept. 1, after which time all decisions will be
final.
Whether or not SJSU’s football team is given back its
elite status hinges on the outcome of the NCAA’s audit of
Pacific’s football program.
A school must meet three criteria to be classified as IA for football. First, it must sponsor at least eight varsity
sports, including football. Second, it must play at least 60
percent of its games against Division I-A members.
Finally, it must have averaged more than 17,000 paid
attendance at home games for the past four years, or play
in a stadium that contains at least 30,000 seats and have
averaged 17,000 paid home attendance for at least one of
the past four years.
"San Jose does not meet the requirements," stated
Shirley Whittaker, who is a member of the NCAA’s
membership committee, "and our first step is to classify
schools regardless of leagues."
The only way for the Spartans to remain I-A is if 50
percent of their league counterparts meet the criteria,
according to Whittaker.

This is where Utah State and Pacific come in because
both schools were listed as having an undetermined status
by the membership committee until last night.
With the announcement that Utah State would remain
a I-A school, the seven-team PCAA, of which SJSU is a
member, will be classified as a 1-A league if Pacific is
accorded I-A status.
Fullerton State, SJSU and Long Beach State have
been demoted to 1-AA while fellow conference members
Fresno State, Neveda Las-Vegas and now Utah State
remain at I-A classification.
According to Whittaker, Pacific is close to meeting
the criteria.
"When they’re close, we need an official audit," she
said.
"I have not had any official word as to what exactly
they’ll the NCAA need," said Elkin Isaac, Pacific’s
athletic director.
"We have had a difficult time. We have to account for
all tickets sold because the NCAA won’t accept ticket
sales alone. They need some sort of turnstile count, but we
don’t have any turnstiles," Isaac said.
There are other ways of accounting for the sold
tickets, however.
"If you take your receipts for one game and if it adds
up properly, you’re fine." said Lawrence Fan, SJSU’s
sports information director.
Isaac is optimistic about UOP’s prospects for
remaining I-A.
"I just can’t believe the support we’ve been getting
from our community. We have every intention of making
it," Isaac said.

Garbage di? lemma
goes to the dumps
01.

By Cary Wyant-Sehairer
"There is a garbage crisis in California," a state official told SJSU
environmental science students Wednesday.
Describing himself as "a lawyer who moved into garbage," Terry
Trumbull, chairman of the California Solid Waste Management Board, said
Californians annually produce 46 million tons of garbage.
"Take Interstate 5, fill it 10 feet high from Oregon to the Mexican border-that’s how much trash we throw away each year," Trumbull said.
The problem is, Trumbull explained, there is no place to put it.. Every
year 14 million tons of waste are deposited in landfills.
Many existing landfills are full or are being closed due to health and
safety violations, also no one wants new dumps opened near them.
Dangers of landfill sites which have caused public concern include water
pollution, soil erosion, and infestations of insects and rabid rodents.
In the Bay Area, even birds have been culprits.
"We have lost aircraft due to seagulls being attracted to landfills,
because the landfills here are so close to airports," Trumbull said.
Birds fly into plane engines, break windshields and distract pilots, he
explained.
An invisible hazard is methane, a gas produced by the decomposition of
garbage. Trumbull cited one incident in North Carolina where the concentration of methane in the air near a dump was so high, it caused three
building to blow up when someone lit a match.
California was the first state to create a government board to supervise
waste. The waste management board was organized in 1972 to manage
California’s general, non-hazardous wastes. Hazardous wastes are nianaged
by the State Department of Health Services.
The board sets minimum health and safety standards for landfills. When
these standards were first applied. Trumbull said, "Eighty-five percent of
the state’s landfills were not in compliance with these criteria."
According to Trumbull, San Jose had two landfills that fell short of
meeting CSWMB standards.

Data. Nuss Spada,’ Daily

Cherie Tsang has a hair raising experience on the western steps of
the business tower. Thursday afternoon’s winds whipped up
Tsang’s hair, but it didn’t interrupt her reading.

Correction
In the Feb. 1 issue of the Daily, we incorrectly reported that the
dedication ceremony for the Robert D. Clark Library was on Feb 20, 1982.
The correct date of the dedication ceremony is Feb. 19.

The SJSU football team, shown after heating
Stanford, may not have anything to celebrate if

the team remains classified at I -AA

Cold conditions plague library
By Janet Gilmore
The lack of a supplementary heating system
for the solar operated Robert D. Clark Library is
largely to blame for the low temperatures and
cold winds that have chilled the new building,
according to Executive Vice President J. Handel
Evans.
The solar energy system is designed to work,
at best, 75 percent of the time, Evans said. The
remaining 25 percent of the time there is no
system to provide heat, he added.
The original plan proposed to the legislature
in 1977 included a supplementary heating
system, but the system was scrapped due to
budget cuts. However, an option remained which

allowed SJSU to appeal for a supplementar
heating system once the overall system had been
officially accepted by the university,
Because the system has proven inefficient,
library temperatures’ have barely reached 60
degrees, according to Wiggsy Sivertsen,
president of the United Professors of California.
Plans will begin "right away" to reapprnach the
legislature in hope of regaining the back-up
system, Evans said. The library. lyas officially
accepted by the university on Wednesday.
Meanwhile, students and library workers
will face a period of uncomfortably cold weather
inside the building.
Sivertsen, upon discovering the news of an

By 1985, Trumbull estimates, close to one-third of California’s dumps
will be full. Reducing waste by recycling is one partial solution to the
problem.
Sixty percent of aluminum cans in California are now recycled. Without
recycling, Trumbull said, consumers would be paying three times as much
for cans as they now pay.
Unless more products are recycled. Trumbull said he is "almost certain
that, in 10 or 20 years, we’ll be out mining landfills to reenter valuable
materials we’ve thrown there."
The board is trying to encourage weekly curbside collections of
recyclables, Trumbull said.

inconsistent heating system, said that action
should begin immediately to compensate for
conditions inside the building during the absence
of a supplementary heating system.
"The university is going to have to do
something," she said. "My guess is small
heating units in the building."
But small heating units such as portable
heaters are prohibited on campus by state law,
because of the small amount of heat they provide
to a limited area, according to Tom McGinley of
Plant Operations.
Library Director Maurine Pastine said the
problems are being "worked out."
But Evans cautioned, "Students may find it
cold to begin with."

Another remedy the board sees to the problem is converting trash to
energy. Steve Kolb of the CSWMB said "up to 90 percent of garbage could be
diverted from landfill sites if we converted it to usable energy."
The Europeans are ahead of Americans on this approach. Trumbull
said.They have 200 large-scale plans to burn trash and convert it to energy
and have already shown that very simple systems for this process work, he
added.
Part of the garbage crisis can be alleviated by the consumer, acconlin.
to Trumbull.
"When I go into McDonald’s. they think I’m crazy, because I won’t let
them put my hamburger in a paper hag ," he said.

Coalition attempts to amend Prop 13
with Split Roll Property Tax Initiative
By Vivian Vasquez
A coalition of interested groups
have established Taxpayers For
California to amend Article 13a of
the state constitution.
Article 13a, more commonly
known as Proposition 13, would be
amended through a Split Roll
Property Tax Initiative.
What, Split Roll will do is:
Cut property tax assessment
increases in half for all homeowners
who plan to move or who have
moved since 1975.
Continue Proposition 13’s tax
rate limit of 1 percent and
assessment protettions for all
homes, apartments and agricultural
property.
Increase the renter’s credit
to $100 for single people and $200 for
couples.
1.0111Reassess
inerciaVindustrial property to full
value.
cornthe
Increase
inercial/industrial property tax rate
to 1.33 percent.
Raise $1.6 billion for police,
fire protection, schools and other
public services.
"Statewide. 800,000 signatures
are needed in order to place Split
Roll on the ballot in November,"
said Steve Preminger, a member of
the Santa Clara County Steering
Committee for the initiative.
"Santa Clara County will be
responsible for 40,000 signatures,"
he said.
"Although the Split Roll has
been around for several years,
people must be made aware of what
the newest proposal is," Preminger
said. The Steering Committee’s goal
is to work within organizations internally., as well as through an external process such as informing
people at sporting and social events,
shopping niarkets. etc."
A signature drive on all cam-

puses to help qualify Split Roll on the
November ballot will run up to Feb.
12. Five -hundred -thousand
signatures are needed.
"Our goal is to have 20 percent
of all students on each campus sign
petitions," said Curtis Richards,
legislative advocate for California
State Student Association in
Sacramento. "We’ve had a good
turnout at Chico. Fifteen thousand
students signed the petitions with
the first day and a half."
Five thousand signatures of
SJSU students are needed by Feb.
12.
"I want to get 6,000 signatures; I
think we can do it," said Andy Arias,
AS. vice president.
Arias is also coordinator of Split
Roll at SJSU.
"Split Roll will help local

again.
"Right now, registered voters
are needed to sign petitions. I also
need volunteers to take petitions for
signatures, work information tables
around campus and to get the word
out about the initiative. Volunteers
can conic to the third floor of the
Student Union or call 277-2301 as
soon as possible.
"A voter’s registration drive
will also be in effect simultaneously
with the petition drive."
Meanwhile, Wiggsy Sivertsen,
president of United Professors of
California, has asked SJSU faculty
to circulate petitions within their
departments during registration
week.
"labor and every probable
agency in the state is pushing Split
Roll," Sivertsen said. "Employees

Statewide, 800,000 signatures are
needed to place Split Roll on ballot
government to provide their own
services without depending so much
on the state, thereby freeing state
money up for higher education," he
said. Split Roll will also provide
renters credit ." Arias added.
"There’s a large number of students
who rent. As renters, they will get
this benefit directly.
"We’ve 24,000 students who have
been affected by Prop. 13 and the
state budget crunch. With money
revenue going to the state, the state
won’t have to turn to students for
fees and tuition increases to cover
higher education.
"I want people to get jazzed
behind this whole concept. If we
don’t do something, our fees and
tuition are 0.111111: to get hiked up

of the state college and university
system, like every other public
employee in the state, are overworked and underpaid.
"Every single service in the
state is suffering due to Prop. 13.
Services such as health, special
education, music, summer school,
reading and writing programs are
being cut, while students fees and
tuitions are being raised.
"Our students are daughters
and sons of working class people for
the most part. They’re not the
children of the wealthy. If we can get
the people of California to vote for
Split Roll, taxation would be more
economically
balanced.
Big
business would have to pay their
share. That’s all we’re asking, is for
them to pay their share,"

Terry Christensen, political
science professor, has two reasons
for supporting Split Roll.
"First, Prop. 9 had some
negative effects that need to be
addressed," he said. "Prop. 9 froze
tax assessments at the 1975 level.
Property is only reassessed when it
is sold. At that point, taxes are
raised.
"Commercial and industry
property is very rarely sold. Their
taxes were frozen in 1975 and
haven’t been reassessed since. More
and more of the percentage of
property taxes are being paid by
residential owners opposed to big
business property owners.
"Another big problem is the
state needs money and it’s got to
come from some place.
"I don’t think businesses and
industries will be too enthusiastic
about Split Roll. However, they need
educated students from our institutions and the services of the
local and state governments. Maybe
they won’t vigorously oppose Split
Roll."
Marjorie Craig, president of the
Congress of Faculty Association,
said, "I’ve some doubt with the time
frame, the necessary signatures
could be obtained."
"As another obstacle. I think the
businesses are going to lobby hard,
especially. with the economic
conditions the way they are.
"If we look at the percentage of
layoffs. we’d find other obstacles
throughout the general population."
State Senator Alfred Alquist uDSan Jose) said he hasn’t given a
tremendous amound of review to
Split Roll, because he anticipates he
will be considering several bills
regarding Split Roll within the next
few weeks.
According to a source, Alquist
isn’t sure the legislature would pass
Split Roll at this time.
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Book banning rises while
public library shelves empty

Military conscription; national duty
or legitimate government slavery
By Jon Swartz
Staff Writer

I called my local draft board this
morning.
Then I asked the recruiter what
he thought of the mandatory
registration of American youth for
the draft.
Along with so many others who
have registered I was confused
about it. Was it right? Was it wrong?
Col. John Abrahmson of the U.S.
Army said draft registration was
"absolutely essential" to the
country in the event of a national
emergency. It would provide for the
immediate mobilization of men.
I then called the Berkeley Draft
Counseling Office.
Jane Horvath, a counselor, said
the draft was a contradiction of
everything the President said in his
campaign.
Both were then introduced to the
following quote by an aide to Sen.
Mark Hatfield IR.Oregon, "If there
were a legitimate threat to the
country, the influx of volunteers
would be so great that they wouldn’t
need registration. It’s an insurance
policy for the government in the
event that the American people
don’t respond the way the government wants them to."
completely
Abrahmson
disagreed. "This country needs a

w, of systematically arranging a
group of men in the event of an
emergency," he said. "Sound
management and organization are
essential."
Horvath countered, "The Carter
Administration discovered in
preparing for registration that time
would not be saved." She claimed
that with registration it would take
119 days to transport soldiers
overseas to a given destination.
Without registration, it would take
121 days, a difference of one week.
Obviously Abrahmson and
Horvath are each articulate
representatives on their own
viewpoints, hence my continuing
uncertainty over the virtues and
vices of the draft.
Abrahmson has conviction,
pride and the law on his side. He has
served in the army for 29 years.
Horvath also has conviction,
strongly advocating civil liberties.
In compiling their diverse
viewpoints, I came to several
conclusions.
An increase in the military
budget has helped attract volunteers
to the army. That, along with cuts in
Reagan’s federal budget have
prompted lower income persons to
Join the army in increased numbers.
That increased manpower,
however, will not be sufficient in the
event of a national emergency. It
requires a vote of Congress to
declare an emergency, allowing
draft induction to commence.
The continuation of registration
also shows a willingness on the
behalf of the Reagan Administration
to instigates military confrontation,
increasing the possibilities of implementing the draft.

Although both sides of the draft
spectrum argue over the virtues of
their cause, the opinions that should
really count belong to those who
have registered. And; as one of these
people, I offer this idea as a solution.
Why not funnel a sizable portion
of the defense money proposed in
Reagan’s federal budget to increasing the salaries in the armed
forces?
From all indications, the U.S.
possesses enough.firepower to blow
up the world a half dozen times.
Spending the money on more
weapons would be foolish.

banned from some high school
libraries in Alaska. Montana and
Indiana because of its definitions of
39 words.
"The Grapes of Wrath" by John
By Maureen Keene n Steinbeck was removed in two high
Special Pages Edit or schools in Iowa because the novel’s
true-to-life portrayal of poverty was
considered "profane, vulgar and
obscene."
"Catcher in the Rye" by J. D.
Salinger was removed from sonic
Its a disappearing act.
English class reading lists in
There’s no magician involved,
Michigan when several parents
no hocus-pocus, just self-appointed
deemed "it violates the word of
censors who are clearing America’s
God."
libraries and schools of books,
"Death of a Salesman" by
magazines and other reading
Arthur Miller was removed from
materials which they deem impure.
various high school libraries in
Library
American
The
Indiana due to dialogue containing
Association’s Office for Intellectual
words like "hell," "bastard" and
Freedom recently received 1,000
"goddamn."
complaints about titles threatened
These are only a small sampling
with removal or materials
of books which these "concerned"
previously banned. This is a 300
groups have managed to ban. Yet
percent increase over complaints
it’s still an enigma as to why they
received annually in the late 1970s.
think they should be the decision
According to the Office for Inmakers.
tellectual Freedom, public libraries
The head of Concerned Citizens,
are increasingly on the receiving
Charles Solterman, said "We’re
book
attacks.
banning
these
end of
more true representatives of the
Groups spearheaded by funcommunity than our so called
damentalist Christians, Mormons
educators and school board."
and New Right Conservatives i Rev.
I think not.
Jerry Falwell has a group called
These vigilantes are trying to
Concerned Citizens) recently led a
repress our precious first amenddrive to ban Ms. Magazine in Contra
ment rights. Though the group’s
Costa County schools.
names have changed, their cry to
They didn’t succeed, although
ban "un-American" or "godless"
students must now have parental
books never dies.
publication
in
the
permission to read
Censorship has been around
high school libraries.
since the first word was printed.
But feminist magazines are only
In 387 B.C. Plato iremeniber
one target. What books are being
hint?)
Homer’s
suggested
singled out? You’d be surprised.
"Odyssey" be read only by mature
The American Heritage Dicreaders.
tionary of the English Language was
In 213 B.C. Chinese ruler Tsin

Hwangti wanted all of Confucius’ writings burned to ashes.
And in the Twentieth Century,
1933 to be exact, Germany burned
approximately 25,000 books as Nazis
sought to destroy the works of
Jewish scholars.
Other authors who have faced
censorship at one time or another
include Kipling, Hemingway and
Faulkner. The list continues.
So what is our course of action?
All we can do to battle nationwide censorship is by writing letters
to the As.sociation of American
Publishers or Media Coalition, Inc.
to show our disgust.
Judith Krug, director of the
American Library Association’s
Office for Intellectual Freedom said
"We’re seeing the most massive,
vicious and sophisticates’ censorship
since the McCarthy era of the
1950s." But we don’t live in Indiana,
Michigan or Iowa, so why should be
be concerned?
Only last semester, groups
sought to ban "girlie magazines"
from the Spartan Bookstore. Sure
there are "scum" magazines and
trashy books of little intrinsic value,
but all of us should be tiven the right
to read or not to read. Isn’t that the
question?
So as you wait in seemingly
endless lines to buy high-priced
books for classes or when that
professor hurls a monstrous
assignment that you "read 500 pages
by the next class meeting," be a bit
more appreciative. At least we’re
allowed to digest all those characters that make up words which allow
us to learn about life and sometimes
live vicariously. For without words
life would be . .

By doing this, the military would
beef up the number of recruits
without going through the costs and
anxiety of selective service.
Both Abrahmson and Horvath
agreed that the idea was feasible.
And, in the event of a war,
volunteers will join. If the purpose of
war is justified, more than enough
young Americans will enlist. Public
opinion surveys verified this point
during the Iranian crises a year-a nda-i tall ago.
There is a strong sense of
direction on both sides of the draft
controversy and many of us happen
to be caught in the middle of it.
Whether some of us disagree
with it because of our belief in civil
liberties, or agree with it because of
a sense of purpose and dedication to
our country, we all make the
decision we think is ethically
correct.
Yet the adoption of an altered
pay scale to promote more volunteers and reduce the need for a
selective service program, would
make that decision a lot easier.

Editor:
Do you mean to tell me that
these six-foot-six-inch, 250-pound
behemoths walking around here on
campus need to be "babied?"
Do you still pin little notes to the
teacher on their shirts before they
depart for classes every day? Do
you still give them 50 cents for every
passing grade they receive on their
report cards?
Geez, I can’t believe that you’ve
tried to get the players to bring
attendance sheets to class. This is
college, man. The Big Time.
I was really pissed off when I
read that you were surprised that
professors don’t take roll call or
refuse to sign those "attendance"
sheets.
Somehow, Coach Elway, you’ve
got to stress to the players that theyre attending an academic institution, not some four-year minicamp or worse yet, a foer-year
nursery school.
The players have got to realize
that they are students, and that each
and every student must face up to
the academic standards set forth by
the university.
Don" get me wrong I’m not an
anti -athletics advocate. In fact, I’m
a genuine die-hard, rowdy, football
fan. But I firmly believe that Al.!.
students whether they major in
basketweaving, quarterback
crushing or quantum physics
must face up to the same academic
responsibilities.
If any of you players are reading
this, I hope you take note of what
I’ve said. Also note that, while he’s

no Rhodes Scholar, your quarterback I Steve Clarkson) is the only
player I’ve seen who regularly
carries any books around with him
on campus.
Ray Seva
Broadcast Journalism
senior

El Salvador tops
in terrorism still
Editor:
If the Polish government had
been a little more extreme in its
repression and more meticulous in
its methods, it might have avoided
the terrible image it presented to the
United States.
There are several things which
the Polish government might have
done to qualify for U.S. friendship
and massive military and economic
aid instead of criticism.
The Polish government could
’,nye followed the tactics of its
counterpart in Central America, the
"democratic freedom loving" junta
of "president" Duarte, the man with
the unenviable job of making the
daily butchery seem like a passing
phase.
First of all, the Polish government should have assassinated more
than 10 Catholic priests, including an
archbishop. If it could have shot
them while giving mass or working
with the poor, even better.
Then it could have sent its
national guard forces to rape and
kill nuns. If they were American,
excellent, but French or Italian nuns
would do. Their same "security"

forces should have also assassinated
thousands of teachers, students,
peasants and workers.
But that in itself would not have
been enough. The Salvadoran junta
could have taught the Polish junta
how to torture, hack people to death
with machetes and pour acid over
the bodies of "suspected" guerilla
members of Solidarity so they would
be impossible to identify.
Then, they could have dumped
their bodies in public areas of
Warsaw with sign reading "death to
all the subversive enemies of
freedom, death to Cuba!"
Perhaps it would have taken
30,000 killings in two years,but in the
end such a project would have been
worth it for the Polish junta. This
campaign would have qualified it for
the honorable admission to the "free
world."
be
Poland would then
reclassified in the dictionary of
"respected" and well known
"humanists" like Mr. Haig and Ms.
Kirkpatrick as "authoritarian" and
"totalitarian"
Moreover, with U.S. blessings
land money), the Poles would have
also received the "wisdom" of 56
U.S. military advisers in how to
vigoroulsly implement a "land
reform" while its armies chase,
terrorize and kill Polish peasants.
those
all
Furthermore,
"deeply" committed to the cause of
human rights, like our president,
could then light up candles and show
their solidarity with the Salvadoran
and Polish juntas. Perhaps, the
Polish government will reconsider
Its present policies and apply some
of my more "moderately
repressive" suggestions.
Fernando Simental Jr.
Social Science
graduate student
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SJSU bug museum
reveals small world

1

By Chris Borden
When people think of
museums, they conjure up
images of art, bones,
fossils or historical artifacts.
But there’s a special
museum at SJSU that
features thousands of
...insects.
It’s the entomology
museum.
"Few students outside
the Biological Sciences
Department even know
we’re here," said Wes
Maffei, museum curator.
"Anyone can come to
discover the world of in-

sects."
The museum contains
nearly 250,000 insect
species, some gathered by
entomology students and
staff, others donated
privately or by alumni.
There are tiny fleas
mounted to slides, and
rows of colorful moths like
the cecropia, whose
wingspan reaches 10 inches.
Some insects on
display possess physical
which
characteristics
enable them to "mimic"
objects, making the insects
difficult prey.

by Dean Fortunati
PALE
A
DOLL AR!

The walking stick, for
example, resembles a twig
and the owl butterfly has
two "eye spots" on its
underside which resemble
owl’s eyes.
Most of the
mounted and
enabling close
by the most
observer.

insects are
preserved,
inspection
squeamish

Maffei said people
should become more
acquainted with insects.
"The minute we walk
out the door, we’re in
contact with them," he

said. "They’re in our food,
our gardens, the air and
water."
The
entomology
museum is located in
Duncan Hall, Room 236.
The museum is open 10:30
8.1111. to 4 pin. Monde),
through Friday. Tours are
available.

Fearless Darrell Ubrick demonstrates the way to properly handle a scorpion.

Survey recommends facility
team Bonsai]
facilities.
A survey taken last
A.S. President Tony
semester has revealed Robinson, who designed
student displeasure with the survey conducted last
the present conditions of November, used the results
SJSU’s
recreational to determine the need, if
any, for the proposed 813
million Recreation and
ApEvents Center.
parently, such a need
exists.
2,100
than
More
students in 134 classes were
to
respond
to
asked
questions concerning their
satisfaction with the
current facilities and what
special events were needed
on campus.
Of the students .polled,
54 percent responded that
at least sonic of the present
facilities could be improved. Ten percent found
current offerings "very
satisfactory." However, 36
percent registered "no
response" or "no opinion,"
a reaction that repeated
itself throughout the
survey. This response
didn’t surprise Robinson.
"I think there are a lot
of students that don’t have
idea of what
any
( recreational facilities)
(twin,"
are offered
Robinson said. "I’m not
surprised by any of the
answers."
Dave Lepori/Spartan Daily
Robinson is one of the

main proponents of the
REC Center. Plans for the
facility call for a 7,000 to
10,000 seat arena, which
would house sporting
events such as basketball,
handball and raquetball,
plus an olympic aquatic
facility.
Priority use of the REC
Center would go to
students. The survey,
Robinson said, was used to
determine student opinions
of recreation on campus,
not to predict approval for
the REC Center.
The survey gave
students a list of 20 sports
offered at SJSU, ranging
from archery to wrestling.
They were asked to rate the
sports according to present
need of improvement.
student
Again,
displeasure was apparent,
with the need for improvement, however slight,
far outdistancing those who
felt no improvement was
needed. However, the "no
opinion" category once
again gathered quite a
significant tally, in most
cases exceeding 50 percent.
The most revealing
part of the survey concerned the list of events
missing or desired at SJSU.
Events such as career
workshops,
planning

Five departments participating in program

Computers, TV aid add/drop crunch
By Dawn Furukawa
Students who participate in late add/drop
this semester may find it
easier due to the new Apple
Comuters and the InTelevision
structional
Channel (ITV).
computers,
The
located in Amdissions and
Records, are broadcasting
over the ITV on Channel 3,
Doug Hartshorn, assistant
director of Admissions and
Records, programmed the
computers and is working
on a pilot program to see if
this is beneficial to SJSU.
"This program was set
up to see whether or not it
can be used to communicate information to
students in a timely
fashion," said Hartshorn.
There are two monitors

r,

located upstairs I war the
director’s office in the
Student Union. These show
what classes are open,
what classes have been
added that are still open
and classes that have had
changes made such as
room, time and day, according to Hartshorn.
departments,
Five
English, Communication
Counselor
Studies,
Industrial
Education,
Studies and Photography,
are participating in the
program.
"Classes are not
necessarily closed if they
aren’t shown on the
screen," said Hartshorn.
"Not all classes in each
are
department
displayed."
arena
During

registration six monitors
were in use, each having a
cycle time of 15 minutes.
According to Hartshorn, a
program would take 15
minutes before it reappeared on the monitor.
Hartshorn said the
program is more successful when time is not a
factor.
"On the floor of PER ,
15 minutes is a long time to
stand in front of it ( the
monitor)," he said.
"The program is not
going to solve registration
problems. But it will help
alleviate them until we can
afford to get an on-line
interactive system where
the student can sit down,
punch in a code number
and see right away whether

or not the class is closed,"
Hartshorn said.
For the first two weeks
of the semester the
monitors in the S.U. will
operate from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. and from 4 p.m. to 6
p.m. During the third week
the monitors will air entries from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Shut down periods are used
for updating new information and for maintenance.

find some
vi
it," he said.

The Campus Ambassadors will hold a Bible
study at 11:30 a.m. today in
the Montalvo Room in the
S.U. Call Chuck Austin at
356-5126 for more details.
The English Department needs tutuors to help
foreign students in survival
reading courses. For more

information, contact Ruth
Roche at 297-3984.
Stop the Reagan War
March
Machine...A
Against Reagan will take
place at 10 a.m., Feb. 5 at
the United Nations Plaza
near the Civic Center in
San Francisco. A rally will
follow at noon in Union
Square. For further information, call the Peace
and Justice Coalition 415)
821-3055.
The Campus Ambassadors will be holding a
free showing of the film

Ii

1411111..4...0

MARRIAGE

"Any
comments
students have can be
directed to the registration
center," he added.
During fall advanced
registration, the data will
be divided between two
channels. One will show
classes that are open and
the other will show the
classes added, deleted, and
changed.

COURSE
at Westminster Presbyterian Church
1100 Shasta at the Alameda
Eight Wed. eves. Feb. 10 -Mar. 31
7:45-9:30 PM
Cost: $201couple. Phone 294-7447 to reg.

Hartshorn said he
would like to get some
about the
feedback
program.
"If enough response is
given saying students want
it running from the time
the registration center
opens until it shuts down,

-9 toil I sell stocks.
Weekends, I bust loose with my buddies & Cuervo."
414411/9

’Rocky’ at 7:30 p.m., Feb.
7, at the Calvary Baptist
Church. For more information, call Chuck
Austin at 356-5126 or stop by
the Campus Ambassador
Information Table located
in the S.U.

Volunteers are needed
to circulate split roll
initiative petitions. If you
are interested, there will be
a meeting at 2 p.m., Feb. 8,
in the A.S. offices, third
level S.U.

The Inter Fraternity
Council will hold Spring
Rush Orientation meetings
at 1 and 2 p.m., Feb. 8, in
the Loma Prieta room of
the S.U. Call Ed Makiewicz
at 227-3185 or 279-9397 for
more information.

Student Orientation
Services needs guides for
High School Discovery.
Deadline for applications is
March 18. For more information, call Mickey at
277-1287 or Bo at 277-3201.

the group
,gathers N here
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The Center for Puerto
Rican Culture-West will
celebrate "Dia de la
Candelaria from 8 p.m. to
1:30 today at the San Jose
Women’s Club, 75 S. 11th
Street. For more information call 2924368.
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cultural exhibitions and
major concerts were all
considered lacking here.
The greatest response
concerned the lack of
concerts, which more than
70 percent of the students
polled said they would
attend if the events existed.
The "no opinion" column
declined sharply, never
exceeding 15 percent in the
eight events listed.
"These were the only
real clear answers that
came through," Robinson
said.
The future of the center
is still uncertain. A
proposal will appear on the
student election ballot in
March, asking students to
approve fee increases to
help pay for the center. The
initiative asks for a $10
increase initially, with the
fee going up to $40 in 1984.
At the earliest, if all
goes well, Robinson sees
construction beginning
next November.

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses; anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk music and tont
dance, history, political sci
ence, sociology, Spanish language and literature and intensive Spanish. Six -week
session. June 28-August 6,
1982. Fully accredited graduate and undergraduate program. Tuition $360. Room
and board in Mexican home,
EEO/AA
5395.

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert 1. Nupnt 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
(602) 626-4729
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SJSU stuns Irvine
Kevin Magee missed a
16400t )11111p shot at the
buzzer to give the SJSU
men’s basketball team a
58-57 upset win over UCIrvine last night in a PCAA
encounter.
Kevin Bowland scored
the winning basket for the
Spartans with a little over
two minutes left to play.
The win was the 50th
for coach Bill Berry at
SJSU and vaulted the

Spartans league Mark to 43 and their overall record
to 10-8. UC-Irvine is now 6-1
and 17-2.
"I couldn’t be more
pleased we won in their
place," Berry said.
"Maybe this will give us
confidence to go the rest of
the way in our conference."
Chris McNealy led
SJSU with 16 points while
Greg Vinson tossed in a

career-high 12 points.
Magee led all scorers with
28 for Irvine.
Paul Phifer contributed eight points for the
Spartans, all in the first
half, while Jonathon Brown
also scored eight.
"Vinson was very eaxi
in the second half," Rem
and our bench
added,
gave us great support. I’m
very pleased with our effort."

McNealy a guard
as Spartans go south

Dave Nuss/Spartan Daily
Spartan Gene Robinson hits the dirt in a game against UC-Davis earlier this week

By Latressa Wilson
Chris McNealy a
guard??
With two road games
scheduled for this week,
one against Cal State-Long
Beach and last night’s
match against UC Irvine,
SJSU men’s basketball
coach Bill Berry has
rearranged his starting
line-up and adjusted his
game strategy in order to
remain contenders for the
PCAA basketball title.

Baseball coach hoping for good year
By Mike Jones
Even though they are
0-4. Spartan baseball coach
Gene Menges is optimistic
about his team’s chances
this year.
"I know we’re better
than what we are," Menges
said. "We lost one game in
the ninth when we dropped
a fly I, we lost 3-2 against
Cal, and we were leading
Davis 5-1 in the sixth and
lost."
Menges said the team
feels badly, but everybody
has worked hard.
"We’re playing a lot of

guys and doing a lot of
experimenting," the coach
said. "I’m sure we’ll cause
a lot of problems."
When asked what his
big competition will come
from, Menges mentioned
Fresno State and Stanford.
"Fresno’s always
strong," Menges said of the
Bulldogs, yanked eighth
nationally. "We were 3-3
against them last year."
The Spartans will be
showing a very new look
this year. Only three
players from last year’s
starting line-up are

returning. Hoviever, one ii
those returning is shortstop
Eddie Rettagliata.
"Rettagliata is one of
the fine shortstops in the
league," Menges said. "He
was second team all-league
last year."
The rest of the infield
will show junior Jay
Minteer at first base, Brian
Anderson, also a junior, at
second base, and senior
Rick Dominguez at third
base.
"Dominguez was a
junior college all -state
most valuable player,"

Lady Spartans face Cal
in crucial hoop game
By Mike Thomas
The Lady Spartans will
be traveling to Berkeley
tomorrow night in what
may be the most important
basketball game of the
season.
Both Cal and SJSU are
5+0 in conference play
going into the game.
"The winner of the
game is in the driver’s
seat," SJSU coach Sharon
Chatman said. "If we win
we will win the first half of
conference play and we
could still lose a game in
the second half and tie for
the conference championship .’
"Cal is a well-balanced
team and they like to fast
break," Chatman said.
SJSU Will first have to
contend with Karen Smith,
an excellent ball handler
who is leading the Nor Cal
conference in assists."She
is an excellent passer with
a great outside shot,"
She is
Chatman said.
probably the best point
guard in the league."
The biggest problem
the Lady Spartans will
have to deal with is the tall
front line of the Bears.
"They are a big team,"
Chatman said. "They have
the tallest player in the
league in six -foot -six

sophomore Sarah Tharner
and also start six-foot-two
junior Christine Sellin."
Thamer, the tallest
player in Cal history led the
Bears in blocked shots last
season with 67 while Sellkin
now ranks second in career
blocked shots, third in
career seoring and
rebounding, and has the
highest
rebounding
average among returning
players.
"We will have to
neutralize their big girls
and keep them off the offensive boards," Chatrnan
said.
The task of keeping the
tall Bears in check will be
even more difficult with the
loss of Winnia Gazaway
because of academic
inelgibility.
"The loss of Winnia
(Gazaway) will hurt us
more than it would hurt
another team losing one of
players,"
their
star
Chatman said.
"She contributes more
to our team than the top
players from the other
schools."
In 17 games, Gazaway
led the team in field goal
.514),
percentage
rebounding 176 and 10.4
per game), blocked shots
(33), and led the team in

Tiie best
parties
start with
La Paz
Martjaritas.
Quick and
easy to make
with La Paz
Margarita Mix.

conference scoring with a
26.0 point per game
average in two games.
"We are lucky that this
happened when it did
because we have a chance
to regroup," Chatman said.
’We will be looking for
Rhoda Chew and Sharon
Turner to come in and do a
good job in Gazaway’s
spot."
Chatman said that the
Lady Spartans will have to
limit their turnovers and
play good defense if they
are going to beat the Bears.
In an exibition game
Wednesday night, the Lady
Spartans defeated the
Shoin Highashi team from
Japan, 69-48.

Menges said.
The outfield will have
two new faces. Gene
Robinson, a junior, will be
in left field, senior returnee
Paul Willoughby will be in
center field and junior John
Gonsalves will be in right
field.
Sharing the catching
duties will be junior Steve
Friend and junior Joe
Mauro.
"Friend has two home
runs already, and I mean
they were really hit,"
Menges said of his catcher.
John McClaran, along
with Ron Kolstad and
Kenny Rebiejo will be the
right-handed pitchers, with
Roy San Filippo and Dave
Meibert as the lef t handers.
"McClaran threw
against Cal, pitched well
and deserved to win,"
Menges said. "That was
the game we last in the
ninth on a dropped fly
ball."
McClaran will be
starting today when the
Spartans travel to the
University of San Francisco. The junior transfer
was 10.3 with a 2.49 ERA
last year at Mission Junior
College in Santa Clara.
Last year’s Mission
team was the California
State Division II Junior
College Champion. Along
with McClaran, the team
featured San Filippo,
Gonsalves, and second
baseman Dave Ybarra, all
current Spartans.
"The talent is weeded
out more, it’s more

"We have been experimenting with a different line-up," said Berry.
"Chris McNealy will be
challenging," McClaran playing a guard position
said of the transition of and
(Kevin)
either
playing at Mission and Bowland or (Darryl) Jones
SJSU.
will be playing forward."
A versatile performer,
When asked if he gets McNealy has played guard,
down when one of his forward,
and
center
teammates commits an positions in his two years at
error, McClaran said he SJSU. This season as a
does not.
forward, he has ac"It’s a team effort," he complished four 20-plus
said, "It’s all for one and point games and leads the
one for all. I just keep doing team in scoring (277) and
my best."
rebounding (168).
Menges also mentioned
the
if
However,
in
third
reserves
key
baseman Dana Corey, who Spartans expect to be
also functions as the team’s victorious in tomorrow’s
designated hitter, and match against Cal Statefreshman second baseman Long Beach, the club must
game
their
polish
Marko Trapani.
execution and prevent
week’s
Trapani was an All repeating last
Central Coast Section mistakes against Fresno.
second baseman last year
In the contest against
the Bulldogs at Civic
at Saratoga High School.
After today’s game Auditorium, SJSU comagainst USF, the Spartans pletely collapsed in the
will host the Dons in a second half, shooting only
doubleheader tomorrow 31.8 percent and comstarting at noon. The mitting 21 personal fouls.
following weekend, they
will travel to Stanford to
"During our practices
face the Cardinals on we have been working on
Friday. Stanford is minimizing
turnovers,
currently ranked fourth in committing less passing
the nation.
our
improvine
errors and

Skippy
Loves
Snooky
"One Column Inch"
1 1 / 2" 1" for $3.00

Chew gets honor
A great effort off the
bench has earned SJSU
freshman center Rhoda
Chew this week’s Player of
the Week am ard for the
NorCal Athletic Conference.
In her effort against
USF, Chew hauled in 17
rebounds in just 24 minutes
of play and also had one
steal and one blocked shot.
She scored nine poOlt!., and

SJSU won, 62-49.
Chew also scored 10
points, grabbed seven
rebounds and blocked one
shot in a win over Fresno
State.

Current senior pre-medical students of meth
cine or osteopathy may now compete for several
hundred Air Force scholarships
Air Force scholarships provide for full tuition
and all authorized fees, plus 8 $530 On month.,
stipend
We want to help youcontinue your education
Contact your local Air Force Health Professions
Representative for details
Call or write to
Health Professions Representative
3588th USAF Recruiting Squadron
333 Hegenberger Road Suite 803
Oakland, CA 94281
Phone (415) 273-7435

free throw percentage,
said Berry. "Free throws
are important, but it is
more important not to give
them the free throws."
The Spartans won two
of last year’s three
meetings with the 49ers.
Both teams won on their
own home court, but SJSU
won 64-52 when both clubs
battled in the semifinal
round of the PCAA conference tournament.
With three star players
returning from last
season’s 49ers squad, SJSU
will obviously have to
perform with more con-

"We’re playing better
and I feel that we can
bounce back from our
lasses," said Berry.
Winter’s
"Tex
philosophy (1,ong Beach’s
coach) is to play high
scoring and close to a run
and gun game, therefore
Hodges will shoot a lot.
Long Beach will be pretty
hard to beat."

KInKias
PROFESSOR’S
PUBLISHING
One of the services that Kinko’s
offers is called Professor’s Publishing.
Through this service, a teacher
can put, notes, out-of-date books
and such. "on reserve" at
Kinko’s to be copied and distributed
to his or her students. This
occurs at no cost to the teacher
and saves the students time and effort.
For more information, contact
the Kinko’s location nearest to you

Kinkas
( Paseo De San Antonio
181 F San Carlos St

To my Italian Flame:
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
on Valentine’s Day
I’ll be thinking ofyou!
Love, Sporty

01100111Dimii,
’AD

-97

"Threc Column Inches"
11/2" x3" for $9.00

Love
for
Sale

"Tight Column Inches"
31/I" z4" for $24.00

SEND YOUR VALENTINE SOMETHING SPECIAL -A SPARTAN DAILY DISPLAY AD!!
All ads will be run in our
special Valentine’s Section on February 12th
For more information, go to JC-207.

J

reotwo,olld

408)295-4331,
008) 295-551 1

"Four Column Inches"
3 1)8’’n2’’ for $ 1 2 00

The Ceres native has
been forced to play more
this season since starting
forward Winnia Gazaway
has been declared
a( ademicallx ineligible.

SENIOR PRE-MED STUDENTS
Could you use a scholarship for medical
school/ Why not investigate the United States
Air Force Health Professions Scholarship
Program (AFHPSP)

Men’s
Basketball

sistency and play tougher
defense, especially on
veteran guard Craig
Hodges.
Hodges, a 6-foot -7
senior, will be a threat to
the Spartans’ zone defense
at any time. An excellent
perimeter shooter from 20
feet, SJSU will have to play
defense
man-to-man
because "he can shoot
anywhere from half
court," according to Berry.

Hurry! Deadline is 3:30 on Wed., February 10th.

Friday, February
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feature
Student mixes sound
to produce radio play

a"N 4

By Vivian Vasquez
Buttons lit up, meter
needles jumped and tape
reels spun. Then suddenly,
the rusty voice of a Dozac
prison guard enveloped the

of SIX hours of production
time a week. S.., we
reserve the facilities in the
!RC and record most of our
work."
The sound room of the
IR(’ ...insists of two reel-toeach
reel tape machines
If which has two tracks
two rassette machines, a
turntable and a mixer.

’i ii Ott

Resolutions: made to be forgotten
By Holly Fletcher
Year’s
New
resolutions -- everyone
makes them and everyone
breaks them.
A common example is
when someone wakes up on
New Year’s morning,
unglues his tongue from the
roof of his mouth, uncrosses his eyes and slowly
rises from the bathroom
floor vowing to never drink
again. This resolution
usually doesn’t last past
earliest
halftime *f
bowl game.

At least this is the
conclusion of a study done
by the University of
Wisconsin on students and
their resolutions.
According to a recent
article in Psychology
Today, the study showed
that less than half of the
surveyed
students
managed to keep their New
Year’s resolutions for the
whole year.
The study also showed
that the average student
lost out to temptation after
six to seven weeks.

APPLY NOW...
FINANCIAL AID PAYS LATER

Applications Available for 82-83
For Information Contact Financial
Aid Office, DMH 235 (277-2 1 1 6)

10

Fig, 8.9,

If this study is correct,
many SJSU students who
made resolutions should
start to find their determination ennobling. And if
the resolutions are broken,
the study assures, most
students will feel bad about
quitting their resolutions
and try to play down the
importance of their New
Year goals.
Robert Hicks, an SJSU
psychology professor, said
resolutions fail because
students are "often
unrealistic about the steps
necessary
to
modify
behavior."
Hicks said many
resolutions
may
fail
because the change in
behavior is too drastic.
However, sometimes even
the
most
reasonable
resolutions fail.
Eric Bohl, an SJSU
psychology
graduate
student, resolved "to go on
the wagon" for two weeks.
lie lasted only nine days.
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Interested in joining a lasting tradition!
Then KAPPA SIGMA may be tor you.
(all now at 219-9860 or drop by our house

Student Union

12

1st Floor

a .M.-2p.M.

S.E 0.G.

N.D S.L.

CAL. GRANT A AND B DEADLINE 2/10

lobs!!!
student
STUDY
WORK
Apply at the Directors Office in
the Student
Union
777 3272
Graphic Artists. 14.45 per hour

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SURPLUS leeps. cars and trucks
available Many sell for under
12130 Call 13171 742 1143 Ex? 8115
for
information on how to
purchase
in
INTERESTED
STUDENTS
getting political experience, join
the Pete Michel For City Council
Campaign 123 S 3rd St 795
1915 Open house Feb 26, 37
P
AT Campus Christian
Center Sunday. Lutheran 10 45
am Catholic 4 00 and 8 OOP m
Protestant Fellowship Supper

WORSHIP

call campus Ministry
2900304 for worship counseling
Please

programs
Pertunities

and
study
op
Rev
Nataiiie

Bob Hayes, Sr Joan
Panetta. Rev Nod b Firnhaber

Art Gallery
Asst .13.95 per
hour Bowling Alley . $3.95 per
hour
STORE CLERK $4.50 per hour. Part
time Apply Wed., Thurs., or
Friday only B MA 1040 N 4th
SI 12 miles northof campus)

SUMMER JOB River rafting guide
No experience necessary We
will train you Call Gary at 297
1106

Shires. Fr

YOUR OWN import style
beer tor hall the price of Oly
More alcohol, better taste. Free

MAKE

lessons Call 288 6647

MEN. WOMEN JOBS ON SHIPS!
American,
Foreign
No ex
perience

ACTIVIST
ENVIRONMENTAL
Articulate. committed persons
needed to campaign against the
peripheral canal and for en
protection
Job
vironmental
includes voter education, voter
registration, fund raising. and
-get out and get the vote "

required

Excellent

pay Worldwide travel Summer
job or career
Send 13.00 for
information
Box

10

SEAFAX. Dept 8
2049,
Pert Angeles,

are in need of support and
fellowship with your brothers
and sisters, we invite you to loin
us For more information please
279 7711
thru
Tuesday
call

negatives
129570
Call
and
Douglas
Schwartz.
246 3749
Photographing
weddings
for
over 10 yrs
SCIENCE. MAGIC. AND FRAUD
overlap.
but
can
be
distinguished Knowing which is
which and haw they are used ma
living
skill
Resource
Ron
Robertson is now available by
appointment only for individuals

3200 Payne

Newly
Remodeled 4 Br 1201:unin 14151
110(1 2391911
489 1712 days

HOUSE

TO

SHARE

ei$^, Bill
DISABLED
COMPANIONS 10
children/adults, we train. over
Start
Ilex
’its .
111.
p/t.
14151 1060111 or 964

7259
OVERSEAS
JOBS Summer,year
Amer
round
Europe.
S
Australia, Asia All Fields 11100
Sightseeing
$1700 monthly
Free Info write IJC Boo 52 VS
38 Corona Del Mar. CA 92625
PIZZA

1.1 r

it

DELIVERY

Pr

required 264 6155

JANE’S PROFESSIONAL TYPING
high
Accurate,
SERVICE
qualify, deadlines guaranteed

GUIDE to CRUISEWORL D. 70,
7535 Waft Ave. P 0 BOx 60129
Sacrarnento CA 95860

resumes,

theses.

Reports,

Work
performed On IBM Selectric II
Copy service available with
nominal fee Here is to another
smashing semester! Call 251

TYPING SI 25,pg
Done
by
experienced
typist
on
IBM
Correcting Selectric Will check

papers.

etc

spelling and punctuation

TYPING
SERVICE
EASYTYPE
term papers, theses resumes,
2490417
word Prix
letters

Call

Available

anytime before MO m 7639365
TYPING

WILLOW GLEN

EXPERIENCED

Theses,

SECRETARY.

Send a
Personal
in the
Daily

REPORTS

RESUMES.
THESES, ETC Accurate IBM.
professional Quality! Low COSH
247 2681
Pam,
Guaranteed!
Evenings/Weekends
Clara)

(Santa

WILLOW

GLEN,ALMADEN

rOMPetenl typing and editing of
term
reports and
Papers,
resumes lUse Limy approved
formats) Call Marcia at 266
944
BEST MACHINE.
ham
speech

TYPING
SUMMER IN PERU Earn college
credit Visit the Amazon. see an
Inca Festival, art treasures in
Lima and much more Call Dr
Hamilton, Foreign Lang 777

done

in

Sunnyvale Area
738 1914

BEST RATE,
difficulty
be

typing
PROFESSIONAL.
IBM
my
on
Performed
Wide
correcting Selectric II

TYPIST

Near

typestyles.

of

280/101 275 9285
SECRETARIAL
CLARA
SERVICE (corner of Scott and
Benton) Handling educational,
Personal and your business
11041 1012201
typing needs

SANTA

14081247 8433
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"Literally, we can take
something from one track
and put it anywhere we
want on another tape. We
can have voices, music and
sound effects all at different levels on the same
tape.
"People would think

"Saturday Night Live"

TYPE

SERVICES

advancement
and
Salary $137 170 plus Call Ca.
League of Conservation Voters

WANTED House cleaner 51 50 Per
hour plus
4 to 0 hours b.
monthly
*kends
or
nights

I

Washington 98367

Travel
Single
AND
NON GAY
GAY
Singles
Christians
Support
Group of Metropolitan Com
munity Church meets every
Monday night all 3017 or If rot,

The
broadcast
is
narrated by Rene Charles,
a sophomore majoring in
Radio and Television
Broadcasting. Charles’
sophisticated voice will
have you spellbound as you
listen to the adventures of
the Kalumbrans, Domes
and
Earthlings
to
"Responsibilities."

Band 10:30pm, February 5

Europe, Carribean, worldwide’
Send 5095
Career
Summer
AP
handling for
plus SI
PLICATION,

"Responsibilities," a
snence fiction
radio
broadcast will be aired
over KSJS-FM 91 on Feb.
17, at 8:05 p.m.

The mixer is capable of
transmitting to four tracks.
However, since there are
only two tracks available,
Harting and Tomas’ can
only use two tracks instead
of four.

the comedy team from
at

EXPEDITIONS!
instructors,

Sports
Needed
Office personnel.

HANDYMAN 1A00 per hour For
opts Near campus Floor and
plumbing.
carpet
laying.
electrical, painting One or allot
the above Call 000 290 7438

SAILING

Music, electronic mixing
adds spark to radio play

FRANK EN
and
DA1I$

RESORTS.

EXOTIC

CRUISES
PERSONALS

Tomasi is it freshman,
majoring in Broadcast
Journalism.

TONIGHT!!!

148 S. 11th SI.
KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY
The Fraternity for the future . .YOUR Future.

C.W.S.)

NHS

we’ve
Technically,
done a 144 of great things
with ’Responsibilities’,"
said Tomas’. "We have a
lot of good stuff and we
were actually amazed with
the production of our
electronic mixing. We’ve
even used some music as
sound effects, which really
sounds great."

"Each track starts
separate from the individual tape machines.
The sounds go into the
mixer," said Harting. "We
can then send that track to
any track we want."

With the assistance of
18-year-old Gina Tomasi,
buttons are pushed, meter
needles are read and tape
reels are spun.
Bailing and Tomasi
were engrossed in the
production of 30-second
promos I promotions for
One student simply KSJS-FM 91. The promos
didn’t
said
he
are for the upcoming
shrugged and
make one because "I broadcasts of "Responsibilities."
wouldn’t keep it."
advertising
Harting is the director,
SJSU
senior Kathy lnserra didn’t producer and writer of
make a resolution either, "Responsibilities." Tomasi
explaining, "I always is his associate producer.
make the same resolution "There are many
- to go on a diet and I never
students working at KSJS
do it."
and
there really aren’t that
Marcie Franck, an
SJSU business junior, said many facilities, Harting
she always makes said. "We need a minimum
"ridiculous" resolutions
and she has "never kept
one." This year she
decided not to make a
resolution because "I
didn’t think of anything
new, hull did consider it."

K1

IMPORTANT TO APPLY BY MARCH 1st
IB.E.O.G.

immediately," Hicks said.
"It’s more of a gradual
process."
though
Even
resolutions are are a
tradition based on hope for
a fresh start in the new
year, many SJSU students
didn’t bother to make one.

ATTENTION MEN!

Outside Spartan Bookstorn

10 a.m.2 p.M.

10

"1 wanted to see if I
could do it," he said. "I
couldn’t. Everyone else
went off the wagon, so I
joined in."
Hicks said another
reason why resolutions fail
is they are usually
negative stop smoking,
stop eating, stop drinking,
stop swearing.
Our society tends to
negative
react
to
modification rather than
reinforcing the positive,
Hicks said, adding that
resolutions usually emphasize a bad habit rather
than trying to improve on a
positive attribute.
"I don’t think it’s
unexpected that when we
try to modify our behavior
it is a negative type of
response," he said.
He believes a more
positive and gradual
resolution might be easier
to keep.
"You don’t make those
great leaps of change

The electronic mixing
took place in the sound
room of the Instructional
Resource Center i IRC),
which is located north of
she Reserve Book Room.
The facilities are available
SI) all students. However,
Fred Bailing, a senior
majoring in radio and TV
broadcasting, said it is
advisable students have
some
knowledge
or
training on the equipment.

betiatiratit

recorded all at the same
time."
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Weight room open

Students can lift free
By Steve Fukuda
The sound of clanking
iron pervades the room as
they struggle with the
wights to force out that last
repition. Some of the men
and women here lift
weights just to keep in
shape. Others are combodybuilders
petitive
trying to gain muscle bulk.
Where is all this
happening? Not at a
private club or a health
spa, but at the SJSU weight
room.
The weight room.
located next to the
Women’s Gym, is currently
open to students, faculty,
and SJSU employees.
Hours are from 7 p.m. to 10
p.m. Monday through
Friday and noon to 3 p.m.
on Saturdays.
There is no charge for
using the weight room,

By Steve Fukuda
The ninth edition of the
Tower List might not be
published due to a lack of
student
participation,
according to co-editor Rich
Gale.
"We’ve been having
problems with student
apathy," Gale said. "Last
year we handed out 10,000
straw-poll cards and only
1,000 were turned in.
"Without
student
participation, the Tower

%s hall is open to men and
women, according to Don
Shannon, leisure services
supervisor.
"Student fees pay for
the operating cost of the
room, so they might as well
use it." Shannon said.
"Besides, it’s cheaper than
going to a health spa."
Mark Ketchum, a radio
and TV broadcasting

The equipment here is just
as good as at a private gym
junior, uses the weight
room every day it is open.
"My dorm buddies got
me interested in it," said
Ketchwn, a West Hall
resident. "I just want to
keep in shape because it
feels good to have a great

every
lifts
weights
weeknight with her
boyfriend.
Zanetta won the title of
Miss San Jose State in a
bodybuilding competition
last semester.
"I originally started

List just won’t happen," he
said.
The list is published
every two years by Tau
Delta Phi fraternity. Its
self-stated purpose is to aid
SJSU students in acquiring
the best possible education
by careful selection of
teachers.
Students are asked to
complete survey cards and
provide written comments
about their teacher or the
course.
Analyzed

statistical data and student
comments are
then
compiled into the tower
list.
"With the cooperatiuon
of the faculty, in-class
teacher evaluations will
begin in six weeks," Gale
said.
The format of the ninth
edition of the Tower List is
going to be different from
past editions, according to
Gale. It will consist mostly
of general education

SKI SPECIALS

p.

$ 3 5 per person
YOU ENJOY

#

4

bmly ."
The weight room is
furnished with universal
gyms, Nautilus equipment
and free weights.
Shannon said the
weight room offers a good
program for athletes who
want to supplement their
training.
Human Performance
junior Barbara Zanetta

(with reservations)

’ Rent whole set at ski eqiimment for $70 day
Kids under 12 $20 per person I wail udsit oral I
Reservations & Details -- Call : COLUMBIA INN MOTI I
(209) 533-0446 Ask for Ed or Kathy

Mid-week White Sale.

courses geared toward
freshmen.’
"The
incoming
freshmen is who we really
want to help," Gale said.
"The Tower List can give a
freshman with limited
resources an idea on what
classes he can benefit from
he most."
Scheduled to go on sale
n November 1982, the list
vill contain only surveys of
t,whers and courses in the

Dan van porton Sal
weights are available for any student who
wants to get a good workout for free.

Sophomore Carlos Milsap keeps in shape and
saves money by spending his weeknights in the
weight room near the Women’s Gym. The
schools of Applied Arts and
Sciences, Humanities and
the Arts, Business, and
Social Sciences.
In November 1984, the
Tower List will survey
teachers and courses in the
schools of Education,
Science, Library Science,
and Engineering.
A new addition to the
list will be advertisements.

"The reason we put
advertisements in the
Tower List is so we could
lower the selling price,"
said Mark Calvanico,
associate editor in charge
of advertising. "The cost of
the book would be more
than 810 if we didn’t use
advertising."
"We are shooting for $3
as the price of the Tower
List," Gale said.

Gail Fullerton receives
San Jose area award

(with own
ski equipment)

Luxury motel room (double occupancy)
HOT TUB
Full day ski lift at DODGE RIDGE SKI RESORI
Prime rib dinner or equivalent

lifting to keep in shape for
track in junior college and
high school," Zanetta said.
"Now I do it because I’m a
competitive bodybuilder."
Zanetta said the weight
room wasn’t very crowded
.last semester but seems to
be gaining popularity.
Studies
Industrial
Julian
sophomore
Guillermo said he likes to
use the weight room
because the equipment is in
good condition.
"I think the equipment
here is just as good as the
equipment at a private
gym," Guillermo said."
You can make a lot of
friends here too."
"I know about half of the
guys here from trading
training tips," he said.
Guillermo plans to
compete in the Mr. TeenCruz
age
Santa
bodybuilding competition
in five months.
According to Shannon,
uses of the wieght room
should not be too eager to
start because they can
become "burned out" and
muscle
experience
soreness.
’You should start with a
light program to get the
feel of what you’re capable
of doing," he said.

4

By Peter Dent
SJSU President Gail Fullerton has
been named San Jose Area Citizen of
the Year by radio stations KLIV and
KARA.
Fullerton was selected by the
stations for her efforts to enhance the
quality of life in the San Jose area and
to bolster the area’s reputation, according to George Sampson, KLIVKARA news director.
Fullerton’s recognition of
common goals and needs of

the
the

universit) and the community, particularly in the areas of crime
prevention and the downtown business
climate, led to her selection, Sampson
said.
The stations also valued Fullerton’s
cooperation with city and county officials in their efforts to expand Spartan
Stadium.
The selection committee, consisting of Sampson and Robert Kieve,
KLIV-KARA general manager, chose
Fullerton over a group of candidates
submitted by 20 area leaders.

CHART
YOUR
FUTURE
Become an Air Force II
navigator.
The demand for navigators has never been
greater. And as technology develops, so will
the role of the navigator. More technical skills
will be required. Elaborate navigation and
electronic systems are being developed.
The navigators who operate these systems
are carefully selected and trained. They must
be able to do battle at supersonic speeds and
outwit a potential adversary. They must be
able to pinpoint their location over a vast
ocean. They are part of a team rich in tradition and standing on the threshold of an exciting future.
This is your opportunity to be a part of that
future. Talk to an Air Force recruiter. Find
out more about your opportunities as an Air
Force navigator. The experience can change
your life. TSqc Pudy Hoene 1
San 4ose, CA 9.
1910 Camden Avenue.

(4001171 -WO
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Spring
Bowling Leagues
Sign-ups are now being taken in the S.U. Games Area
for the following Spring 1982 Bowling Leagues
MONDAY SUGA HANDICAP DOUBLES
9:15 p.m. 14 weeks, beginning February 22
TUESDAY SJSU INTRAMURAL
6:45 p.m. 14 weeks, beginning February 16
9:15 p.m.
Attention, downhill
skiers. Crosscountry skiers.
Snowballers. Ice
skaters. And
dreamers.
Falling snow
means falling
prices during
Yosemite’s Midweek White Sale.
That’s when our
rates range from just $20.00 per
person per night to $45 00’
You’ve never seen such a savings.
Our mid-week package
includes lodging, ski area
transportation to and from
Badger Pass and a choice of:
Two sessions in the Yosemite Ski
School and an all-day lift ticket

for Badger Pass
or an all-day
cross-country
(Nordic) lesson
So escape to
Yosemite midweek. Stay in
cozy Curry
Village cabins,
the rustic
Yosemite Lodge
or the historic
Ahwahnee Hotel. And for you
non-skiers, off-season rates at a
40% savings are available at
Curry Village and Yosemite
Lodge. Special rates apply
Sunday through Thursday night
(excluding holidays). Call for
reservations at (209) 373-4171
or contact your travel agent

YOSEMITE

DORM LEAGUE

SJSU FRATERNITY -SORORITY LEAGUE
14 weeks, beginning February 16

wEDNEsDAYWEDNESDAY MIXED FOURS
6:45 p.m.14 weeks, beginning February 10

THURSDAY SUGA HANDICAP
6:45 p.m. 14 weeks, beginning February 11
9:15

TRIOS

p.m SPARTAN ORIOCCI LEAGUE
14 weeks, beginning February 11

RESERVE YOUR SPOT NOW
277-3226

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA
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iji power of pure sound. Shown here, our hi tech receivers, equipped
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M
60-watt*receiver with
3260,
Model
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readout,
THE BEAUTYduency
precision synthesized quartz lock tuning, digital frequency
readout, 6 memory presets and 2 recording tape monitors,
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Beating the
’electronic
monsters
at their own
games
Pac-Man, anyone? Before
you go pumping your hardearned quarters into another
electronic-game machine,
consult the March PLAYBOY.
You’ll learn strategies for beating Defender and other video
games, including the secret pattern
(behind Pac-Man. You’ll also read an incredible account of Patty Hearst’s life on the run in a captivating
PLAYBOY Interview. Plus the inside story on why we’ll never have gun
114:
control, a luscious pictorial on dazzling Barbara Carrera, political
columnist Richard Reeves on Ronald Reagan and much more. March
PLAYBOY. At a cost of only 10 quarters, it’s a smart investment.
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IN ONE EAR

persand
Publisher
Editor. in .Cbief
Music Editor
Design Director
Production Manager
Illustration
ProductionAssOtants
Typography
Contributing Editors

Office Manager
Office Staff
Public Relations
Advertising Offices
National Director
West Coast Sales

Midwest
Marketing Director
Sales Manager

DURAND W. ACHEE
JUDITH SIMS
BYRON LAURSEN
C.ATHEIUNE LoarroN
CHIP JONES
DAN EICHOLTZ
NEIL MosEowra
MEL RICE
COMPOSMON TYPE
JACOBA ATLAS, MARTIN
CLIFFORD, ED CRAY,
STEVEN X. REA, DAVIN
SEAT, FRED SETTEIDIERG
CHIHSTOPHER THOR
C.ATHEY HAIJ.EY
DWANA MCINTOSH
MICHAEL GERSFIALOI
Corporate Offices
JEFF DICKEY
JENNIFER OWENS
1680 North Vine, Ste. 900
Hollywood, CA 90028
213/462-7175
Tobin, Kreitman Assoc.
RAY TOBIN
MAUREEN RILEY
4753 North Broadway
Chicago, II. 60640
312/561-9334

East Coast
Marketing Director LARRY R. SMUCKLER
Sales Manager HOWARD A. JACOBY
310 E. 44th St., Ste. 17105
New York, NY 10017
212/490-7950

Dead require no defense. Anyone
The
who’s been there knows there’s nothing like a Grateful Dead concert. And
to date, Dead Set is the next best thing to
being there.
Rosalie McFall
Isla Vista, CA
ongratulations on your mention of
Community Jobs magazine in the
November issue (Off-Beat Magazines). As a long-time fan of this one-of-akind resource, it’s great to see it start getting some of the attention it deserves; there
aren’t many places these days where you
can find people offering solutions to this
country’s problems, instead of merely listing them.
I only hope you don’t start going the way
of some other publications giving publicity to a good cause without letting people
know how to get in touch. How about printing their address? Any help this magazine
gets is a help for all of us.
Robert whiny
Torrance, CA
Forgive our oversight. In answer to many
requests, the address for Community Jobs is
1520 Sixteenth Street NW, Washington, DC’
20036.

T

he plural of opus is OPERA.
Bill O’Bnen
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

your information, the plural of
'1981 Alan Weston Publishing. 1680 N. Vine, Suite 900, For
opus ("The Future of the Spent Forces, Hollywood, CA 90028. All rights reserved. Letters bep.6) is opera. The article on The Priscome the property of the publisher and may be edited.
Publisher assumes no responsibility for unsolicited oner [Nov. issue] was terrific now
how
manuscripts. Published six Wiles during the school year. about one on doctor Who?
Annual subscription rate is 1500 To order subscriptions
Ante Collins
or notify of change of address, write to Ampersand at the
No Address
(P.S.: Who? Yes Who!)
above Hollywood address.
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extremely offended by the Jensen
Iam
Audio ad that you ran in the December
issue (on page 8). As a male, I cannot
say that I know what it is like to be treated
as a "sex object.," but I do feel that such ads
not only demean women, but also men, too,
because they portray us as lustful, sex obsessed, and selfish.
I really like your magazine, and I feel that
bands such as the Go-Go’s, X and the Pretenders show that women have a lot to contribute to rock. It would be a shame for aspiring women artists to be discouraged by
the attitude that is expressed in the Jensen
ad.
Christopher Herlihy
Cambridge, ,5L4

New Contributors

In One Ear
ferkts

8
21

OUR COVER
Tim Hutton from a scene in Taps,
photography John Bryson, Sygma
Productions

January/February. 1982

I. R. (Lou) HIGA an Print) was born in
Hawaii (her stationery has a picture of
young L. R. with the caption "Portrait of
the Artist as a Young Wahine) and now
lives and writes in Los Angeles.
WINN L. ROSCH (Stereo Section) is a law
student, a frequent contributor to the
(*tektite.’ Plain Dealer and may Zeus
have mercy on his pocketbookowner of
two Morgan Plus Fours. Morgans are
British and unchanged in design since
1954. Rosch is Ohioan and changes design
frequently.
DoNNA Ross (On Disc) has red hair, writes
songs, and is currently working part time
in our mail room. It’s a living, right?
12. SUE Stant tin Print) lives in Bowling
Green, Ohio, where she teaches some.
thing called Popular Literature. Mysteries,
among others.

o "nobody can quite account" for Fridays finding its audience among
S "young teens and even children," and
it’s the musical acts that may be responsible
for die "hoots and whoops at the slightest
mention of drugs and sex"? A more likely
explanation for both phenomena is that
Fridays’ juvenile humor appeals to juvenile
viewers. An elderly 26, I find the show consistently unfunny and a poor third to Saturday Night Live and Second City among the
late-night comedy shows.
As for Mark Blankfield’s soon-to-be "first"
movie, I don’t blame producer John Moffitt
for forgetting Incredible Shrinking Woman.
Chuck Pearson
Eugene, Or
Iwould like to express some of my
thoughts on the articles in your Nov. ’81
issue about the Rolling Stones, particularly the review of Tattoo You. On page 6
you repeatedly mention Jagger’s "spent
force" statement and critics blast every
album as not saying anything. I say the press
is rehashing; the Stones said years ago that

it was "only Rock and Roll" in their opinion.
At its simplest, it’s a danceable backbeat, repetitious chord work, and an R&R attitude.
Tattoo more than fits this criterion. And
comparing the old guard to the new wave is
as fruitless as comparing pre-’66 rock to
post-’67. What did the new wave do? They
returned to the roots of rock, a simplistic
driving rebellious sound. Others like the
Specials, Selector, the Beat returned to the
root of reggae-ska! And how about the
heavy metal renaissance? And now Lydon,
the Clash. Heads and others have expanded into a poly-rhythmic, spacey, jungle
(OMIGod! Psychedelic!?) sound. You know
that sounds like what the Beatles, the Stones
and others did in the Sixties. Like a recycling, so it seems Mick is in tune to the real
deal, telling it like it is. Open your minds!
The 55-63 stars made competent rock while
the 64-75 upstarts broke new ground. Now
the throne is again being passed on. Tattoo
You is Rock and Roll, pure and simple.
Donald A Miller
le:Ong:on, KY

&OUT THE OTHER
union was announced with a suitably tacky
trade ad. Sample characters: "Delores Salk.
TO COME to the big screen; Formerly gripped by polio, now possessed
drs
F7HOPES
ucer John Moffitt says that, should by the devil ... Anne Marie Spaniel. Savaged
the first draft script be approved by ABC by wolves and now a howler herself at each
Motion Pictures, they should go into pro- full moon... Egon Von Stoker. Responsible
duction in spring or, at the latest, summer. for Borden’s most successful blood drive,
The film may not be titled Fridays, "but the now president of the local Red Cross." Give
word ’Fridays’ will appear somewhere," us a break.
Moffitt said. He added that it will be "a
Sue Me, Sue You
caper adventure, hopefully, in the nature of
Raiders of the Last A,*." The show’s regular T T WAS ANNOUNCED in a few trade papers
recently that Paul McCartney and Yoko
performers will "play themselves and some
of their characters," although the film will Ono would "probably" be jointly filing a
have a complete story, not a collection of lawsuit against ATV Music Co. (owners of
Northern Songs, which holds the early Beatsketches.
copyrights) for "breach of trust" over
How Many Pirates Does It Take les
royalty payments. No word on how much
to Scuttle a Good Thing?
money is involved, or even if the suit has
’TIM PIRATE mom, starring Kristy McNichol really been filed. No one connected (i.e., at/ and Christopher Atkins (who’s "put on a torneys) would even confirm the basics.
couple of years since Blue Lagoon," accordWaxing
ing to our favorite flack) is now filming in
Australia. Sure enough, it’s The Pirates of y WHOSE Two U’S on the independent
Penzance . .. sort of. It’s a "contemporary ..esh.7Slash Label had finally drawn respect
youth picture" with lots of musicsome of from as far away as New York for the LA
it from the Gilbert & Sullivan play. The new punk scene, signed with Elelctra home of
songs are by Terry Britten, who has worked simpering singer/songwriters and Urban
with Cliff Richard (writing "Devil Woman" Cowboys, Exene, Billy Zoom and company
for him, among others). Meanwhile, The Pi- are inked for a reported five albums, one of
rates of Penzance, the one starring Linda which ought to come out in April.
Ronstadt and Kevin Kline, is now rolling in Suggested titles for that release include
London and is cleaving unto the original Running on Malice, Songs for Etwrypunk
G&S version. And there is yet a third ver- and Late for the Riot.
sion scheduled for BBC -TV, written by
Monty Python’s Eric Idle. Avast! Belay this!
trrot HANCOCK, who writes some of Joe
1.11 Ely’s best songs ("West Texas Waltz,"
Joy of Lampooning
"Standin’ at a Big Hotel"), has two new alTATIONAL LAMPOON’S FILM FEATURES have bums being simultaneously released on
V had nothing but problems lately; first Rainlight Records 1981: A Spare Odyssey
National Lampoon Goes to the Movies was and Fireuuter (Seeks Its Own Level)
deemed unreleasable and dreadful; now
National Lampoon’s Joy of Sex has been de- STILL ELATED OVER SHARING 3 bill with the
layed because the director, Bill Norton Jr.
Rolling Stones (Keith Richards requested
(Cisco Pike, More American Graffiti) was their presence), the Fabulous Thunderbirds
fired
-creative differences," naturally. Di- jovial masters of the blues idiom are at
rector Joe Dante is the presumed replace- work on a new LP. Production is by Craig
ment. Meanwhile, though, over at ABC Mo- Leon, known for his past work with the
tion Pictures, National lampoon’s Clem Re- Ramones and Blondie.

Can They Handle It?
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Richard Pryor Returns in
Live on the Sunset Strip’
ar-s MEDIAN RICHARD PRYOR, visibly recovered from his near-fatal brush
with death in late 1980, was outrageous
as ever as he returned to show business,
doing two concerts of stand-up routines
at the Hollywood Palladium, December
9-10, the results of which will be seen in
the forthcoming Rastar film, Richard
Pryor, Lire on the Sunset WO. Due for
March, 1982 release, Dye will consist of
all -new material written entirely by
Pryor, who is also producing, and will be
directed by Joe Layton. a three-time Tony
winner. Haskell Wexler, winner of
Acadmey Awards for Corning Home,
Bound for Glory, and Who’s Afraid of
Vitginia Woolf?, is the cinematographer.
The film will be Pryor’s 14th. His latest,
Stir Crazy, in which he co-starred with
Gene Wilder, was Columbia Pictures top
box office grosser for 1981. The two will
he reunited this year in Columbia’s Decp
Trouble.
Dressed in a red -orange suit, a black
shirt buttoned to the neck (to conceal
burn scars) and gold lame shoes. Pryor
admitted he was nervous on opening
night, even though he had spent three
months preparing material and had
done a couple of test runs at the nearby
Comedy Store.
The main topic of his monologue, replete with his usual colorful language,
was his hum accident, a horrifying experience he often made sound hilarious.
To answer the questions in everyone’s
mind, "What Happened?,- he said,
"Everyone who knows me knows that I
have cookies and milk before I go to
bed. Well one night I mixed low fat milk
with pasteurized and when I dipped the
axikie in, the s blew up." Then, in a
serious tone, he said, "I smoked free
base (the mixture obtained when ether
and cocaine are combined) every day for
a year. Ifs the devil’s smoke. I should
have known better because the first time
I smoked it, I burnt up the bed. I was
smoking so much the dealers said,
’Richard, we can’t sell you no dope.’
When I found out I was a junkie, it
scared the s out of me.- Then returning to a humorous vein, Pryor added,
"They ought to use dope in the Olympics.
When I was on fire, I ran the 100 yard
dash in 4.8. When you run down the
street on fire, people don’t give you no
trouble, they move right out of the way.
Except for one old drunk who said, ’Hey
buddy, got a light?’" Pryor also recounted his convalescence, brilliantly
describing his first, very painful, sponge
hath.
With a wonderful array of accents and
dialects, the comedian also covered a
trip to Africa ("They call it the Motherland but nobody knew me there. I
looked in the phone hook and I didn’t
see any Pryors"), a former ice -pick
wielding employer, sex and the varied
groups one finds in penitentiaries ("MI
the Chicano groups have names you
can’t pronounce, but the double Muslims, those are the ones you don’t f
with because they can’t wait to get to Allah.").
Pryor is truly a visual personage: we
can’t wait to see the film.

Science Fiction
AY BRADBURrti long-awaited sequel to his
R
lilt 1951 science fiction classic, The Day the
Earth Stood Still will have to be awaited
even longer. Although it is still in development, there is no script or screenwriter
(Bradbury just did the treatment). However,
Bradbury’s horror novel, Something Wicked
MS Way Comes, is nearly finished shooting
at Disney. Starring Jason Robards as the
father, Diane Ladd as Mrs. Nightshade and
English actor Jonathon Pryce as Mr. Dark,
this film is part of Disney’s move toward
more "mature" features. And more expensive, too: "We built a $2.5 million set
around town square," marveled a Disney
publicist.
Disney has two other science fiction
projects in the works as well. Total Recall,
based on Philip K. Dick’s / Can Get It for
1toi Wholesale, has been written by Ronald
Shusett and Dan O’Bannon, who collaborated on Alien. It concerns a Walter Mittylike character whose dream of a life of adventure leads him to purchase the memory
of a former intergalactic espionage agent
who, it turns out, is (was?) himself. Also,
Steve Lisberger has written and will direct
Tron, which will feature the most expensive
use of computer animation in a full-length
film to date. The stars are Bruce Boxleitner,
David Warner and Jeff Bridges.
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GEORGE CARLIN HAS FINALLY
FOUND A PLACE FOR HIS STUFF...

IN YOUR EAR!

George Carlin’s new album,
"A Place For My Stuff!"
On Atlantic Records and Tapes
Produced by George Carlin

'
1981
Sound
Lobs
Jensen

No Respect for a Legend
KE TURNER, who coached his wife Tina
into the kind of performer Mick Jagger
would he happy to steal moves from, who
led the Ike and Tina Turner Revue through
a multi-hit career on the Soul Circuit, was
robbed at gunpoint recently in the highpriced Marina del Rey section of Los
Angeles. No arrests have yet been reported.

So You Wanna Be a Horror
Film Star?
WEU., LISTEN NOW TO WHAT WE SAY. E.I..

Casting is accepting resumes for an
as-yetuntitled horror movie. Males and
females 18 and over with "athletic ability"
are being sought. Said ability is parenthetically defined as "(... able to fall
down on floor)." No mention of needing
ability to bleed and/or shriek when gouged,
clawed and/or chainsawed. Got the talent?
This could be your chance to fall, er, break
into the big time.

Will Their Reds Be Redder Than
Our Reds?
RUSSIA IS MAKING Its ,Avn version of the

life of American journalist John Reed
(currently appearing on a few big screens
in this country as Warren Beatty’s Reds):
theirs, a Soviet -Mexican-Italian production,
stars Franco Nero.
Also from Russia: A Woman for All Times,
the story of famous ballerina Anna Pavlova,
with Galina &Neva as Pavkwa, Robert De
Niro as impresario Sol Hurok, and director
Martin Scorsese in a small role.

MAX,

Big, Big Screens
THE IATEST effon to lure people away

1 from television into theaters, projects film
So fin.
onto giant screens 70 feet high.
like old Cinerama, this concept has been
used to show off the medium. Now there’ll
he a feature film to fill it My Strange
Inch, is a so-called wacky farce, wherein a
weird will inspires two heirs, a niece and a
(Continued on page Mt

"Now that there’s a Jensen made for it,
this baby’s perfect for us."
With a Jenseng ThinMount’" car stereo speaker system, you don’t have to
sacrifice sound performance for size. Remarkably thin mounting depths let
you put full range Jensen speakers in a variety of
tight places Then sit back, listen and be moved

JENSEN
CAR AUDIO

When it’s the sound that moves you.
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BY STEVEN X. REA
what do you do with a movie that
takes place 80,000 years ago. is spoken
in a language that doesn’t exist, that
depicts man’s primitive ancestors
scratching at their rears and picking
their 114
111.0 t
a gaggle

A masked Itaka tribesman
(kft); hem Naoh (Everett
McGill) in the mud (center);
and Rae Dawn Chong as
Ika (right)

of furryskinned apemen, red-faced
cannibal and elephants decked out in
giant mined Beatle wigs? Well, if
you’re the head of a ma .r Hollywocsi
studio - - the head of any ot the Holyou advise
Iv-wood studios in fact
the earnest folks proposing such a
harebrained scheme to take their proiect somewhere else. Which is exactly
what happened to the people responsible for Quea for Fin% a picture that
took four years to make three of those
years spent trying to convince si ime.
NO anyblidy that their idea was
actually worth the time of day.
Directed by Jeart-Jacques .4nnaud. a
Frenchman whose first feature. Black
,ntd White in Color, won him the I978
Academy Award for Best Ft ’reign Film.
Quest firr Fire is the sti
tit’ a trio of
I alm-faced Homo .sapiens who uenture
I,eytind their tribal boundaries when
their life-sustaining possession, fire, is
stolen fw a bristly platoon if marauding Neandenhals.
The fire is carried in a skull -like
lantern -cage (sort of pre-history’s an
to the Olympic torch), and the
threesome’s sojourn to retrieve the
vital embers takes them across
treacherous mountains, arid, blazing
plains and swampy hogland.s. Along
the way, our hairy heroes -- Naoh
(prom nuked ?IOWI. Amoukar and Gaw

contend with the likes of
have to
wolves, hears, quicksand, flesh-eating
humans. saber-toothed lions, giant
thundering mammoths and lka
cackling, paint -covered nymphet from
the advanced Ivaka tribe (read: love interest) Not exactly your average Sunday atierni ion outing.
On paper, Quest for Fire looks like
potential Minn), Python material. In.
deed, executive producer Michael
Gruskoff a William Morns mailhoy
go iwn into Hollywood honcho who
has been with (Meg since October
19"1reports that one of the standard
lines Iced he handed by studio chiefs
when they were busy saying no was
-How are you going to pull this tiff
without has tug the audience laughing
at these people! Its going to look
dtiwnright silly.
But on screen, Quest firr Fin, is anything but silly. From the opening sequence, when the peaceful Ham tribe
is besieged by the fearsome Wag:thous,
the audience is swept up in this epic
primeval adventure. The makeup,
crafted by Englishman Chris Tucker
(The Elephant Man) and Canadian
Michele Burke, is a marvel to behold.
The filanfs features are coarse and
elongated, but they’re instantly recognizable as the expressive, wondrous
visages Of OW predecessors; the Neat-
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!rthals, the animals, the bambooasked and body-painted IV2k2S all
’them resound with the vibrant color
wi documentary authority of an anlated National Geographic layout.
As for the actors, they present symathetic, deeply drawn characters.
liami-born Everett McGill, who has
orked extensively on the New York
age and co-starred in such films as
auks, Brubaker and Orion City, takes
ie role of the dreadkx.iced Naoh, the
len) of the quest. Ron Perlman, a naive New Yorker, plays Amoukar;
Jameer El Kadi, the son of a Turkish
liplomat, is the persistent G2W; and
tae Dawn Chong. the 20 -year -old
laughter of Tommy (Cheech and...)
:hong, has the part of the skinny. waling Hu who wins the heart of Naoh.
re watch as these ignorant, innocent
iuman beings struggle to grasp at new
:mews and emotions, as they learn
ret smile, to laugh, as they make the
transition from fornicator to love
maker. Quest for Fire is a journey-story
with the same mythic overtones as The
Odyssey. As the protagonists’ adventures unravel, the humor, the fear, the
love, the violence and the bravado
come
the essence of human nature
to the fore.
Based on la Goetre du Feu. a 1911
novel by Rosny Aisne, Quest for Fire is
a purely speculative work (the ad
campaign touts it as a "science fantasy"), but Gruskoff, Annaud and
screenwriter Gerard Brach have gone
to great lengths to make it as realistic,
as historically and anthropologically
accurate as possible. "We approached
Quest with the same serious intent as
the people who made 2001 or Alien,"
says Gruskoff. "Where they endeavored to create a tenable vision of the
future, we’ve tried to create a similar
vision of the distant past." Adds Annaud "We show early man as I believe
he truly was, a peaceable creature except when roused, a stranger in an environment he could not understand
and had reason to fear."
An avid amateur anthropologist who
came to filmmaking from a
background in ’IV commercials, Annaud arrived at his concept of primitive man by consuming a veritable library’s worth of information and by
pooling that knowledge with his own
theories and imaginings. "Intelligent
speculation, backed by research. may
lead us to the truth," he muses.
The filmmakers’ quest for the truth
as it may have been eight millennia
past led them to elicit the aid of a
couple of modern day experts:
novelist/linguist Anthony Burgess and
author/anthropologist Desmond Morris. Burgess, who created a futuristic
lingo for his book Clockwork Orange.
hut
was recruited to shape a new
theoretically oldverbal language for
the (lams, while Morris (The Naked
Ape. Maturatcbing) was hired to provide the actors with a complementary
vocabulary of physical gestures. Combined, the prehistoric guttural yammering and the simian gesticulations
render the film’s story line readily understandable. As such, Quest for Fire is
probably the first movie in history that
will play worldwide without the use of
subtitles or dubbing.
iting in The New For
Burgess,

Times Magazine, explained the
strategy behind his newly formed lexicon: "People usually expect what is
called a primitive language to be simple, hut the further hack you go in the
study of language the more complications you find. Simplicity is the fruit of
the ability to generalize, and primitive
man found it hard to generalize: One
word for this man’s weapon and an.
other word for that man’s weapon. but
no word for weapon. It would have
been stupid, preparing a script in a
new tongue for actors to learn, to be
too pedantic about the probable complexity of an ancient language, so I
compromised But I could not cunt
promise too much
"Speech still seems, all these thousands of years ago, to he an aspect of
gesture, and speech and gesture together will make things clear. But it
in what,
has to be established
though promoted as entertainment, is
still a serious, even scientific, film
that man is a talking animal, that articulate speech is what defines his
species."
Desmond Morris, discussing the nature of our ancestral earth-dwellers,
has this to say about his work on Quest
for Fire, "One of the notions we’re
seeking to dispel is the misconception
that early man was a lumbering brute
who was always dragging women off
by the hair and living in loutish conditions. If you study the social life of
primitive man from the remains we
have, you discover that he could only
have succeeded if there was a considerable amount of mutual aid, cooperation and love within his group. This
sense of assistance, tenderness and
friendship contrasted strikingly with
the killing and the hunting he had to
do to survive."
One would think that with the involvement of popular scholarly types
like Burgess and Morris, and with the
guidance of an Academy Award winning director, filmdom’s financial
powers would have readily given the
go-ahead to shoot Quest for Fire Not
so, says an emphatic Gruskoff. "They
said we were crazy They were worried about it nos being in English, they
were worried about going way twer
budget [the picture came in at around
$12 million), they were worried about
the locations, and they were worried
about a French director, Sure he won
an Academy Award, hut he was French
it was esoteria land."
Gruskoff. whose screen credits as a
producer include Mel Brooks’ Young
Frankenstein and Werner Herzog’s
Nosfiratu, tells a frustrating tale of unending rejections, commitments that
were welched on, commitments that
were cancelled out by the ouster
one corporate regime for another and
then, finally, after the capital, the east,
the crew and the country had been
finalized, he tells about the actors
strike that began in July 1980, two
weeks before shooting was to commence. "We just sank Everybody was
in London waiting to go to Iceland,
which was our original location, and
we were stopped cold. So I tried to
find some independent financing if
we were independent we could con.
tinue to shoot through the strikeand
did in Hong Kong, hut then du fell

through Then t went to switzerland
and got another group I had them for
a week and then they withdrew. Finally, I got together with a CanadianFrench outfit and we pulled it together."
By the time the new money was
oound, it had become too late in the
year for Iceland and filming began
with four weeks in Scotland, followed
by five weeks in Kenya and after a
four month layoff due to weather
five weeks in Ontario and British Columbia. The animalselephants, lions,
wolves, hearswere transported from

continent to continent. The actors,
barefooted and mostly naked beneath
their scraps of hide, withstood the
bonechilling cold of the Scottish highlands, the dustbowl heat of Kenya and
the cold, wet North American spring.
(Though it’s never stated in the film.
the Ulams are supposed to inhabit the
same general landmass that is today
central France the mountains they
trek over are the Pyrenees, and the
hot, dry plains on the other side is
northern Spain.)
Comfortably ensconced in his
Culver City studio office, Gruskoff

projects the heady zeal that comes
after an obstacle-strewn course has
finally been run. Like any selfrespecting hot-shot producer, he’s already talking sequels, and if Quest for
Fire lives up to the expectations its
creators and its backers have for it, a
sequel is certainly in the offing. "We’ll
have the same principal actors, hut
we’ll bring it into another time period." he explains, gearing up for the
hard sell. "Maybe 6,000 years ago, at
the dawn of the agricultural age "
Ah yes. Quest for Hoes Sounds kind
of crazy, doesn’t it?

ON DISC
Delbert McClinton
Plain’ from the Heart
(capitol) For a shady stretch there, it
seemed like Delbert McClinton’s albums were being cut by someone who
only thought they were Delbert
McClinton. Early In 1981, though, this
long-time rocker scored his first Top
Ten hit, a loping track called "Giving It
up for Your Love," front a passable (by
McClinton standards) LP called The
Jealous Kind Whether that hit restored
some deeper confidence base, or simply convinced his label to spend more
money on the follow-up, Plain’ From
the Heart is the solidest album in several years.
The first three cuts are just hors
d’oeuvres to get the party started. The
Muscle Shoals team, which smothered
a few of The Jealous Kind’s tracks, is
thick with multiple horns, hut punchy
with sometimes staccato, sometimes
trilling riffs.
Side Two is recorded with smaller
ensembles, which has a liberating et
fed on the bluesier side of McClinton’s
musical scope. Also, every cut on this
side has a dose of McClinton’s harmonica playing, a proven quantity
since Nineteen & Sixty Two, when it
highlighted fellow Texan Bruce Channel’s hit "Hey Baby."
"Sandy Beaches," the single release.
may be the sweetest ocean -soundemulating cut since Leon Russell’s
pinnacle "Back to the Island." Also, it’s
a refreshing change up from the R&B
mold, a warm and soulful mood piece
"Lipstick Traces.’ benefits from a
churning guitar figure. and "I Feel So
Bad" gets what might be the hest reading of its entire career. It’s still a
stronger groove than it 15 a lyric,
though. In Reaganomical tragicomical
times like these, it’s revitalizing to
come across music with some power
In it. Plain’ From the Heart is one of
1981’s best releases.
Arr011 Laursen

IIARLAN!

Harlan Ellison Reads Harlan
Ellison

(The Harlan Ellison Record
sspoken
ihT)no
itrefpackage
foC conword
rutting two of writer Harlan Ellison’s
Iwst known short stories has all
the marks of blatant self-aggrana son of audio version
dizement
of a sanity press Best of Collection.
The Harlan Ellison Record Collection,
we are told. is the most innovative
record society for the spoken word
ever devised." There is more than
a note of irony in all this. consider
ing Ellison’s reputation as an abrasive, outspoken and even arrogant

demi-celeb.
Be that as it may, Harlan! is an excellent showcase for its author’s propulsive prose style. Despite the disadvantage of a rather high and at times
reeds- voice, Ellison delivers a subtle,
amusing and resonant reading of his
material, with a surprisingly dramatic
flair. The emphasis here is on the cadence and rhythm of the words and Ellison’s rendering soars and careens
with a breathless precision.
"’Repent, Harlequin!’ said the Ticktockman’" is, we are informed by the
cover blurb, "one of the most reprinted stories in the English language." Ellison’s treatment of the 1966
where every late
cautionary tale
minute in a person’s life is subtracted
from the total life span makes us almost believe the claim. Compared
the rather
with the album’s ’B side
mordant "Shatterday" "Repent" is a
masterful translation from print to
groove. Ellison evokes a marvelous
array of character and nuance in the
tale, the prase taking on a near-poetic
ebb and flow. It is an absurdly appealing tale given a loving familiar touch
by its creator. "Shatterday" suffers
from a heasyhanded finale and does
not quite survive the delicate transition
to sound, but is, nevertheless a creditable effort.
Ellison is marketing his own albums;
those who wish to purchase same (for
$8.95) should write to The Harlan Ellison Record Collection, 420 S. Beverly
Drive, Suite 20’, Beverly Hills, CA
90212.
Davits Saw

THE BLASTERS
The Blasters
(Masbfrhe Blasters are a 100%, diedin.the-wool traditional rock ’n roll
band who have their early blues,
rhythm & blues and rockabilly licks
down cold. Their second IPthe first
was released on the Rollin’ Rock rock(hilly labelcomes courtesy of the LA
punk label Slash. But that only goes to
show how utterly myopic if not out.
right blind major labels are to basic,
energetic American rock ’n’ roll these
days.
The Blasters is fundamentally a
groove record, meaning its first objective is to get fingers snappin’, toes tappin, and heads bobbin’.
The material ranges from covers of
songs made famous by country singer
Jimmie Rodgers ("Never No More
Blues") and r&b great Little Willie
John ("I’m Shakin’") to originals that
evoke the musical spirit of Professor
Longhair ("Hollywood Bed," which
features one of two) appearances by
Lee Allen, the tenor sax man whose
solos pop up on all the oh! Fats
Domino and Little Richard hits) and

Chuck Berry (the marvelous "Marie,
Marie"). "American Music’ not only
serves as a statement of the Blasters’
intent hut is every bit as powerful an
anthem as the title dictates it should
be.
The finest single moment comes on
’This Is It" where a few Delta blues
licks cartwheel into a rock steady
shuffle rhythm while Alvin throws in
simple fills that are so utterly right
they all hut strut out of the speaker,
cross the room and yell "YEAH" in
your Face
The album comes a cropper on the
stone country blues of ’Highway 61"."
The Blasters get off that swinging
groove tht powered the first nine
tunes and never really find their way
hack that doesn’t change the fact that
7he Blasters is an excellent record.
Don Snowden

QUARTERFLASH
Quarterflash
(Geffen Records)Just out of the chute,
in the outside lane is another new
Quanerflash. Galloping into
hand
the first turn they’re in wax’ position,
with their first single from their first LP
on Geffen Records in the top ten.
"Harden My Heart" is the kind of ditty
one can find oneself singing along to
by the second chorus. Quarterflath is a
glossy, middle-of-the-road pop album.
A couple of tracks are dogs, hut three
or four tunes hold up under repeated
listening.
Rindy RI,ss, lead singer and
saxophonist, shares the spotlight with
her husband, the guitar player,
songwriter and sometimes lead singer
for the group. Mary Ross.
In 1980, the hand independently re.
corded "flatten My Heart" and had a
#1 regional hit with it. Somebody
noticed and they were whisked away
to Los Angeles to record The Album.
They open it with the hook -filled
single and keep it rolling from there
with an eerie.melodied, driving rocker
called "Find Another Fool." "Critical
Times" is the next cut and a surprise
because it’s a ballad sung by Marv. The
theme of the song is great but the lyric
is contorted and Mary sings like he’s
trying on a British accent.
It’s Rindy’s turn again on -Valerie.This is a pop song with a twist the
story of one girl being very attracted to
another. Hot stuff and done tastefully
to boot Rindy is an engaging singer
who shifts in and out of her falsetto
with the greatest I (tease. She’s a good
sax player. too.
By the was, the name Quarterflash
comes from an old Australian folk saying "A quarter flash and three quarters
foolish." Thu gotta get a name from
somewhere_
Domia Rosa
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Bad Deeds
KURT NEWELL
Pinnacle. ,L1 50
Detective noveLs are like sculpture.
Or doo-wop records from the Fif
ties. Or architecture. Form follows
function around and around in a finely
patterned dance. What we respond to
is choreography, the skill with which
the form is fulfilled. the route by
which the ctril. !Usti ill IS reached.
When the sculptor or the vocal
arranger. or the detective novelist.
brings it of with a sense of novelty or
surprise. then we’ve got beauty.
Bad Deeds is a beaut of a detective
novel. It’s got everything genre fanciers crack the covers for a private eye
protagonist with a hard.hoiled hide
and a touchable heart, a secretary who
calls him -Boss,- a full complement of
Irish cops, close scrapes and a sense of
danger that accelerates like Al Haig’s
pulse it. entering the War Room.
Anne Kahane springs into action
when a iiickey friend is the u ictim of a

brutal assauleBefore long, Kahane is off
and runningfinding out more than
he wants to know about doped fillies,
LA racetrack politics and a bent fatcat
with designs on the circuit’s foremost
female jockey.
He also dodges tommygun-toting
Filipinos, reads Dick Tracy comics,
howls, drives out to the beach at midnight to clear his head (like Chandler’s
Marlowe). and falls into near fine with
an airhead dame who’s "good in bed."
Kahane is believable (within the
well-posted boundaries of the form).
His pals and predators are well drawn
and fall into their assigned roles with
gusto Best of all, they waltz and hop
around a plot that keeps us turtling
pages fast. Well before halfway into
Bad Dernb’ 300-odd pages, we find
ourselves trying to beat Kahane to the
mystery’s solution: who clubbed
Wayne Teagueworthy? Who stands to
lose the most if the goon is unmasked,
and why did somebody pump lead
into the quiet motel room where Arnie
was shacked up with the gal kick?
Speed and action are Bad Deeds’
chief virtues That and in appropriately

economic prose. (Vagrant witness
Horace Ipps is described as wearing "a
filthy Salvation Army suit that was
baggy enough for two of him." Ipps’
temporary address: "Bushes, Victory
Park racetrack. Forwarding address:
Bushes, Hialeah, Florida.") Newell’s
accomplishment is that he applies
fresh twists and a sense of newness to
a genre that, itself, has been worked
iwer like a rummy, backstreet stiff
Good job.
Gene Scukati

Sixty Stories
DONALD BARTHELME
95
G..11 Pranarn’s Vars,
stoney combines works from
the author’s seven pievious collecSA1Y
tions with nine uncollected pieces and
a section from a novel, Tbe Dead
Faber It is a chattering fat gnome of a
book, an enchanted little beast with a
startling satchel of sorcerer’s charms.
including:
Chaos:",.I produced chaos she

regarded the chaos chaos is handsome
and attractive she said and more durable than regret I said and more
nourishing than regret she said."
Litany: "... pewter, snake. tea, Fad
#6 sherry, serviette, fenestration,
crown, blue .. "
Repetition: "... butter butter butter
butter butter butter ...Philosophy: "The death of God left
the angels in a strange position."
Allusion: ’Judge de Bonfons arrives
carrying Bowers. The 100-proposition story: -84.
Should I go back for the Band-Aids??"
The epistolary tale: Dear Dr. Hod.
der, I realize that it is probably wrong
to write a letter to ones girlfriend’s
shrink hut
And much much more, not the least
of which is literary theory "’... Some
people; Miss R. said, ’run to conceits
or wisdom hut I hold to the hard,
brown. nutlike word: Effects on the reader are (I) wonder
(2) admiration (3) frequent, spontaneous, and unfeigned chuckles (4) Irequent trips to the fat Webster’s (5)
recognition of common American

speech patterns (6) is he pulling my
leg? (7) recognition of American follies
and dreams (8) recognition of our
(mankind’s) common awareness of
mortality (9) gratitude, etc.
"Surprise,- to quote a character in
one of the stories out of the original,
sexual context. "keeps the old tissues
tense- There is a kind of clean,
surgeonlike workmanship in snipping
apart the cluttered tapes of literary
loopage in the storage bins of our
brains. Reading this hook is like having
a tumorlike regret taken out.
Clarke Owens

Death Notes
RENI)E1.1.

Pantheon th,,,k, $9 95
TN call) by misadventure’ is the vcr
dict when Sir Manuel Camargue
IS found frozen beneath an icy pond
Oil his Sussex estate. The frigid fatality
of j world-famous flautist may have
been nothing more than accident. But
no accident can explain to Kingsmark
ham Chief Inspector Reginald Wexford

NEVER MISS A PERFORMANCE.
Whether you’re in the middle of the city or in the
middle of nowhere, you’ll never lose the beat.
Our legendary Supertunersfi give you the best

possible reception in the worst possible conditions.
And our soon to be legendary anti-tape eating
features make certain that everything that’s on the
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the mysterious visit made earlier to
Camargue by a woman claiming both
Sc) be and not to be his estranged
daughter, or Camargue’s announced
Intention to disinherit Natalie Camar
art intention he did not
gue Arno
live to fulfill.
Was Camargue’s death accidental? Is
the woman who calls herself Natalie
Arno his rightful heir? These are the
obvious questions in Death Notes; less
obvious are the questions Wexford
must ask himself as to what constitutes
an Identity. Is it something fixed and
permanent like a passport, or a fluidity
within us that alters not only because
of how and where we live but from
generation to generation? In Deana
Notes Wexford must read between the
lines.
His suspicions take him to California, following the Pacific Highway for
possible clues left in Los Angeles suburbs or Carmel motels where Arno
may have lived. On that trail Wexford
seeks as well an understanding of himself as an aging detective in a modern
world.
Questions of identity suit Ruth Ren-

dell. Author of 20 mysteries and two
collections of short stories, the British
ex-iournalist writes two very different
kinds of novels. The Wexford stiles of
police procedurals moves at the pace
of Kingsmarkham itself, a middle-sized
village feeling the intrusions of city
life. These are sharp portrayals of ordinary people who find themselves extraordinarily linked by violent death.
Rendell’s non-series novels (such as A
Demon in My View, which received
the 1975 British Crime Writers Association Gold Dagger Award) explore the
forces that lead individuals to commit
outrageous acts. Her criminals are
themselves victims of the necessary
transition In English society from its
past structured social classes to a chaos
of classlessness.
Death Notes can be read at any point
in the Wexford series with equal pleasure and respect for Rendeffs mastery
of the genre. Those reading the
eleventh Wexford adventure need not
return to the first for full appreciation
of detective or author, and will find
themselves satisfying the hunger mysteryphiles share for deeply-rooted

characters and suspenseful plotting.
R. Sus Sint*

America Now: The
Anthropology of a
Changing Culture
MARVIN HARRIS
Simon & Schuster, 112.95
many Americans, it would seem
To
the American dream has finally
turned into a nightmare of cosmic
proportions. One need only read the
morning’s headlines for confirmation
of America’s sad realitiesseen in an
evergrowing miasma of bloody violence, decaying morals, sexual confusion and economic uncertainty. But
While many Americans simply throw
down their newspapers in despair or
stop reading them entirely, Marvin
Harris attempts to sort out the whole
mess via anthropological methods that,
while not exactly scientific or original,
do make for mildly amusing cocktail
party conversation.

After spending a lifetime studying
cannibals and kings, Harris, an anthropologist at the University of
Florida, has turned his eye to analyzing
America’s problems in a pedestrian
book entitled America NOW The Anthropology of a Changing Culture.
Here he examines the seemingly unrelated phenomena of American culture
(including the rise of homosexuality,
cults, crime, shoddy goods, women’s
liberation and inflation) and theorizes
that they are all causally linked.
Acknowledging that we are a nation of
manipulators and manipulated, Harris
traces the root of our cultural troubles
to the drastic changes that have occurred in America’s economy and social structure since World War II. The
twin terrors of American big business
and American government are blamed,
the former for uniting into all powerful oligopolies, the latter for being an
Inefficient bureaucracy that excells at
proliferating more inefficiency. To
gether, says Harris, they’ve worked to
destroy the very foundations of the
American dream. But writing about
cause and effect relationships Is a

tricky matter; while Harris takes on
like why
some interesting issues
there’s high unemployment among
blacks, deteriorating nuclear families,
women who work and vocal
homosexuals he fails to completely
convince us of the connections be
tween these phenomena. The most interesting chapter is that on homosexuality, in which Harris discusses the
practice in primitive and vanished cultures.
Many of the questions Harris raises
simph? cannot be answered because
American society has no yardstick by
which to measure itself, being a
unique nation of diverse ethnic and
cultural entities without a common
thread. In addition, and quite obviously, the new technologies of our
time are going to affect America In
ways we cannot yet predict since we
have nothing to which they can be
compared. One thing Harris’ book
makes quite clearin an age of decaying morals, traditions and economy,
America has very little to comfort it ..
and much to fear.
L R. Hilsa

*Waco
'1981 Pioneer Electronics of America, 1925 E. Dominguez St., Long Beach, CA 90810. ’Pi find pair nearest dealer, hill -free, call: (8001447-4700.1n Illinois:18001322-4400.

tape is reproduced, instead of regurgitated.
Because we like to keep those people who are into
music, into music
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The sun streams in and warms the soft
couch in Stevie Nicks Marina Del Rey
condominium living room.
Nicks is late. shell miss the sun. But
then, considering the shadowy,
moonstruck feel of many of her songs,
It may not be surprising that mornings
don’t suit her best. As the reigning

anymore to spend a whole evening sitting at my piano, so when I do see a
night coming when I’m not going to
have anything to do, I jump on it ..."
Its true that Nicks has had fewer
free evenings of late. More a happening
act than ever, her Bella Donna solo
LP has been on the charts since late
summer and has passed the platinum

far from her mind.
Nicks sits down at her piano and
begins to play a simple chord progression and intone a few poetic fragments. From this germ of an idea, she
explains, a song will grow. "I have
these lines written down on a big
pad," she says, tilting her head towards
the artist’s sketch book placed on top
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Good Witch of AM Radio, the Fleetwood Mac songstress traffics in a
brand of mysticitm that has given her a
Spirit of the Night image.
There’s a large smoked-glass crescent moon mounted on a pedestal; an
old fashioned lamp with a patchwork,
fringe shade; a pair of children’s fairy
tale books on the coffee table before
me. With a large video player and
stereo equipment surrounding me
also, the atmosphere here is halfantique, half-1980s.
Nicks is up by about two o’clock or
so, dressed in a mostly-purple neosorceress outfit. "Sorry I slept so late,"
she offers. "I was up all last night writdon’t have that much time
ing I

mark. "Leather and Lace," her duet of her piano. "I just pull lines out of
with Don Henley, is currently ascend- them and sing them to see what
ing the singles charts, likely to match sounds best. 1 record it over and over,
or surpass the success of "Stop Drag- and the whole song happens from
gin’ My Heart Around," which paired there."
her with Tom Petty. Naturally, a tour
Benmont Tench, who completed an
unfinished Nicks tune, "Kind of
was called for in the wake of the LP’s
appeal, and so Nicks spent late Woman," for Bella Donna, added
November through mid-December on some insights on Nicks* writing prothe road in the Southwest with cess on the phone some time later:
keyboardist Benmont Tench (of Petty’s "She writes in an almost two-fingered
style,
very
stream -ofHeartbreakers), pianist Roy Bittan (of piano
Bruce Springsteen’s E Street Band), consciousness. The way she works is
fascinating her songs
are kind of
session guitar -whiz Waddy Wachtel
and other rock notables. Yes, Nicks’ wild in structure and entirely instinctive. She’s not locked into the things
time is at a premium these daysbut,
she emphasizes in our conversation, that musicians who know a lot about
her first love of songwriting is never chords and so forth are.’

1

don’t know ... maybe old Rhiannon’s
up there and she wanted a song to be
written for her." Nicks flashes a pearly,
satisfied smile at the thought.
When Nicks was writing, "Rhiannon," she and ex-boyfriend (and current partner in Fleetwood Mac)
Lindsey Buckingham were financially
depressed and near -disillusioned,
seemingly at a career dead end after
the release of their duo LP on Polydor,
Buckingham Nicks, in 1973. Waitressing for a time, Nicks was writing the
songs that would eventually make her
famous. "It was probably the lowest
point for Lindsey and me as far as our
belief in what we were doing goes,"
she remembers. "I was in a real slump,
period I didn’t think anything that I
was writing would be on anything at
that point." The course of Nicks and
Things like mood and shades of Buckingham’s fortunes changed
around New Year’s Eve of 1975, when
emotion are much more important to
Nicks’ art than technical con- Mick Fleetwood asked the two of them
to join the newest incarnation of
siderations. At her best, her music has
Fleetwood Mac.
an oracular quality that makes it seem
With the multi-platinum records that
she’s taking on the voice of some disembodied Other. The most famous of the Mac has earned has come well such songs, of course, is "Rhiannon," publicized friction between the band
members, disagreements that Nicks
the tune that helped Fleetwood Mac
doesn’t hesitate to discuss. "Fleetwood
Mac changes all the songs I give to
them," she says. "And many times,
they’re changed into something I don’t
like. At that point, 1 usually comI’ll give up the whole idea
promise
of something if I feel that somewhere
the essence shines through. But when
that es.sence goes completely, I can’t
handle it."
One sore point that irritates Nicks to
this day is the exclusion of her "Silver
Springs" from Fleetwood Mac’s
Rumours album (the sung can only be
found on the B-Side of the band’s "Go
Your Own Way" single). "The song
went off the album because they said it
was too long," she fumes. "Lindsey decided to put another one of mine, ’I
Don’t Want To Know,’ in its place. I literally had a nervous breakdown over
that. I ran out into the parking lot of
the studio and screamed!" She laughs
and adds bemusedly. "That was not a
good experience at all."
Bella Donna, on the other hand.
features Nicks’ songs more or less in
the same form they were originally
qiceived; she was involved in the rerding of Bella Donna every step of
the way, in contrast with her Fleetwood Mac experiences. "Before, I’ve
been banished to the control room
on the Fleetwood Mac albums, they
play, I don’t. I never fought to be one
of the players, so that’s my fault, not
theirs. But with the solo album, my
producer, Jimmy lovine, didn’t allow
me to be dependent on anybody. He
said. ’If you want to do a song, you’d
better learn how to play it real good
and go out and do it.’"
Nicks is currently in the position to
pursue any career option she chooses:
remain with Fleetwood Mac, go solo,
or attempt to do both.
"The fame and fortune hasn’t made
rise to the pinnacles of rock popularity
much difference," Nicks insists. "If it
in the middle of the Seventies.
had, I would’ve quit if it had started to
Dramatizing the song on stage, Nicks
kill my love of songwriting. I don’t let
Improvises new lyrics as she weaves
the rest of the world in on that particuabout in trance-like fashion. More than
lar plane of my life too much."
any other of her songs, "Rhiannon"
Whatever astral plane Stevie Nicks’
defines Stevie Nicks’ particular niche
music is created on, it obviously has
in pop music.
filtered down into the hearts of mil"It’s a very strange thing with that
lions of record-buyers. It’s reassuring
song," she explains. "When I wrote it
to know that as introspectively whimhack in 1974, I hadn’t read the legends
sical a person as she can make it to the
of Rhiannon, a witch in Welsh mythol- big time. "I love atmosphere, to have
ogy. I’d read the name in a novel and
tvvinkly things around me that startle
liked it
two years later I read the
me a hit. Even when I’m on the road. I
hooks of Marmon. It turns out that
light a candle, put a drape over a lamp
Rhiannon was the goddess of steeds
and create atmosphere anywhere I am.
and the maker of birds, and there’s
I can make a hotel room into a real
birds all over my ’Rhiannon." So, I
groovy little place."
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THE DICKIES JEAN. WILL IT CHASE
THE BLUES AWAY? TWILL! TWILL! TWILL! ’

Let’s face it. Blue denim is getting boring. That’s why The Dickies Jean is now seen on more than twenty
million legs. They’re the Terrific Twills that chase the Blues and bring you Azure! Chocolate! Beetroot!
And seven other delicious colors. Priced lower than the Blues, but look like they cost more. Get all the
jeans fit, and more jeans fun. Look for the famous Dickies horseshoe, and get the Twill of a lifetime.
A terrible pun, but wonderful jeans from the Williamson-Dickie Apparel Mfg. Co., Fort Worth, Texas.
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by Winn L. Rosch

Can You Still Live with Your Stereo?

0

has a way of tip -toeing past us.
Time
Before we realize it, the new car has
depreciated so badly scrap dealers won’t
touch it, the last Congressmen we voted for
are eligible for parole, and we discover
those faint lines behind the tuning dial of
our receiver are actually cobwebs. Hi -fl
components fortunately give us the opportunity to outrun the ravages of time by upgrading each part of our stereo system as
technology leaves it by the wayside. But
when is the proper time to replace a component in a venerable stereo system’
The primary purpose in getting new components is to improve the sound. When new

advances overtake the capabilities of your
equipment you’ll end up listening to substandard fidelity even if your equipment was
once top of the line. More importantly, as
you learn more about sound reproduction
and music through the years, your ears will
become more critical. You may actually outgrow your system.
The best way to decide when and what to
update is to compare what you have to anything and everything else that is currently
available. A Herculean task, to be sure. But
if you know what to listen for and how to
properly focus the scope of your search,
your quest will be not only manageable but

worthwhile.
If you’re not happy with what you hear
through what you have, it’s time to find out
what’s wrong and where improvement is
needed.
The following is a brief guide to stereo
system symptomology that, when properly
applied with a liberal dosage of common
sense, should lead to a complete cure of
your listening problems.
best place to begin is with the
The
inherently simplest piece of stereo
gear, the turntable. All one has to do
is spin records around and be able to do
It so smoothly and accurately its workings

_
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When you need $65 fast,
you find out who your friends are.

It’s the middle of the night and everyone
has an excuse. Then, finally, you get the one
person who, even though he’s not
very happy about it, will come
through. And you think, "I knew it.
Why didn’t I just call him in the
first place?"
So when the crisis is over,
he’s going to deserve something
a little special. Tonight, let
it be Lowenbrau.

Lo"wenbra"u.Here9s to good friends

c teat Beer brewed in U S A by Miller Brerong Company. Milwaukee Wisconsin
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cated by merely guiding the arm with
points they did five
your finger across the arc it would
years ago, that same
trace on a record. Any resistance, partechnology has also
ticularly notchiness, is too much.
pushed accuracy in
Arm geometry and mass problems
the other direction.
can be found by ear. Since all tone
Stations can now
arm deficiencies create tracking difbroadcast with less
ficulties, they show up first as distordynamic range than
tion on low frequency passages when
ever before, they can
using high compliance cartridges. If
distort frequency peryou don’t know what to listen for, respective with multiband
duce tracking force below that which
have a sharp
processors so that every
your cartridge’s manufacturer recom- edge. If the copy sounds
recording has essentially
mends and play an unworn record.
notably duller and distorted by a the same sound, and they can simply
splashy, tearing sound, the tape is clip the hell out of the high end to
You should hear obvious rnistracking
and bass distortion. In quarter or half
being saturated. Reduce the record squeeze the most and loudest signal
gram steps increase stylus pressure. As
level until the phenomenon goes ’under the 75 microsecond pre away
you do the problem should reduce. If
emphasis curve.
Now focus on the high end again.
it does not go away completely by the
Some improvements in receiver deNote any change in its character be- sign can help, though, if you live in
time -you’ve reached the upper extent
tracking
force,
tween tape and original There less than an optimum reception area.
of the recommended
your cartridge/arm combination is far
shouldn’t be any.
You can glom a larger chunk of the
from optimum.
airwaves and find more listenable staThe best strategy is to replace the Although open reel tape ma- tions with the added sensitivity and
arm or arm/turntable combination bechines should easily pass the selectivity of newer receivers. You can
muse adding a lower compliance Carsame no-difference A-B test that sort through multipath better with totridge would be taking a big step
top-notch cassete recorders do, judg- day’s lower capture ratios. But don’t
backwards.
ing from the vast herd of 20-year old expect miracles. The improvements on
Judging the adequacy of a cartridge
Webcor recorders I’ve encountered the order of a dB. or so may not be
alone is a tricky business because
recently, most are unlikely to do so.
audible to you. In many cases a better
there is no good home standard of
The big trouble with replacing your antenna will be more effective than a
comparison.
old receiver is disappointment. The new receiver in improving reception.
My recommended procedure begins
quality of broadcasting does not match
About the biggest advantage of a
by first checking your stylus for wear
that of hi-fl gear (although there are a new receiver’s radio section is imusing the microscope most local hi-fl
few superstations that justify having the proved tuning. Frequency synthesizer,
emporia reserve for that purpose.
crystal control, and phase-locked loop
best in home stereo).
sources.
shop
for
a
carby
Next,
comparison
While technology has improved so circuitry will eliminate distortion
An easy test can be conducted
that now the average FM station can caused by improper dial adjusting
switching your receiver to "mono" tridge with sound that pleases you. Try
The effects of the improved
while listening to a good quality re- coercing your dealer into using the
transmit tenths of a percent of distortion instead of the halves and full amplifier sections in new receivers is
cord pressing. When you flick the same model cartridge that you want to
the
comparison
vertical
informaswitch you cancel all
replace as the basis of
tion your cartridge is picking up, in- If you invade the store during a non
peak shopping hour (say 10 am.)
cluding most rumble.
you may be able to get a friendly
salesman to mount your cartridge
BY P. GREGORY SPRINGER
to use as the reference standard.
Then you can be absolutely
sure of your comparison
Into a vest pocket. Its keyboard of
Since pre-Renaissance times, the
about 2-1/2 octaves has little plastic
wristwatch has been strapped
listening test
onto arms to symbolize time, pegs of black and white, like any
Myfor tape units, elegance, efficiency, gifts of adorn- piano’s, an L.E.D. read-out which
be they open ment, and twenty years with the com- flashes each note’s numerical equivareel or cassette, is the pany. In the last half decade, modem
lent as it Is played, ten special keys for
simple A-B or source- technology has turned it into a who- the rhythm box, the tempo setting, the
iii -tape comparison If opee gizmo.
recording mode, reset, plus four
you hear any difference
switches to alter octaves, instrument
The watch and particularly my
between a source and a re- watch now has a stopwatch to time
sound, volume, and calculator funccording of that source, your yellow lights at the intersections, to
tion. The speaker is built right in.
machine Is simply not state of notify me when I break jogging reVLSI, Very Large Scale Integrated
the art!
cords, and most importantly has a mis- Circuit, allows the VL-Tone to hold so
Although sorting a live per- erable shrill beep which elevates me
much within so little a space, hut the
formance from a tape may he an three feet in the air from the prone
tool (I hesitate to call it an instrument)
lacks a cute nickname, like the ocanna
easy chore for anyone but Chuck position every morning about 9 am.
Not only will
had, which may inhibit high school
Mangione and Ella Fitzgerald, most Other people’s watches do even more
you hear the stereo
hand directors from giving it any
better cassette decks in top form musical things, like accidentally crankimage collapse, but you
make copies that are indistinguishable ing out Brahms or "Love Story" at in- widespread acceptance. The range of
may hear a pervasive back
from an original broadcast or disc opponune moments in the most artifi- musics which can be created is
ground sound vanish. (Should you
nonetheless quite various. For examcial and nasal tones ever devised by
pressing at normal listening levels.
use a mono record, if you can find
ple, by setting the rhythm box to
man
Make sure that your recorder is set
one, the disappearance of rumble up properly for the brand and type of
The singing watch tips the iceberg "swing," "rock -1," or "rock-2" (of 7
won’t be confused by the change in tape you are using by adjusting the
others, "bossanova" is too complion a musical revolution which puts to
stereo perspective.)
cated, "rhumba" too defined, and
"bias- and "equalization" (or com- shame the minor advances perpetrated
by the recent so-called New Wave. "march" clearly too stultifying), the
%’ow and flutter are short term bined, all -in -one "tape’) selector
and
program mode then can be activated
instruments
musical
Electronic
speed variations that are most appar- switches.
to record up to 100 notes of, say, "96
compact recording and playback deIf you’re too attached to deep-six
ent as changes in musical pitch or vibTears" and stored in memory. Plug the
vices have already caused young ears
your vintage recorder, you might
rato on sustained notes.
VL-Tone into your stereo amp, and
to evolve in ways undreamed of in the
Any recording with an extended boost its quality nearer acceptability by
have
accepted
the
play the whole thing back at full volSeventies.
Our
ears
120
(low
bias,
"ferric"
premium
single note, such as the last sustained using
ume without touching a button. Your
beep replacing the electric buzz, the
plunk of a piano piece, is an excellent microsec.) tape
neighbors will think Question Mark
tone upsetting the tune, and synthetic
Probably, though, an older machine
flutter test. Pitch should be unwaverhas returned from the beyond. If you
ing. Should you hear a tinge of vibrato, is devoid of that high fidelity necessity, sound squalling over any natural
rather haltingly recorded the tune the
noise.
the ubiquitous Dolby (or other noise
try another record to be sure.
hrst time around, a feature called
Wow and long term speed varia- reduction system) When conducting
"One Key Play" allows you to re-record
tions, which sound similar to an off- the A -B comparison the need for
VL-Tone
VL-I
ElecCash
the song at any speed and syncopation
center record, can be determined by Dolby becomes obvious because hiss
The
tronic Musical Instrument and
you choose by pushing just one button
is the primary pollution cassettes add
the same test.
Calculator makes a kind of
instead of misfiring on the keyboard
Of course the spinning platter is to music. At moderate listening levels
One can understand why avantonly part of the record playing system. with Dolby on, you shouldn’t hear any music which has been described as
made
of
frankfurter
sounding
like
a
garde
violinist Laurie Anderson is keen
Old tone arms not only impair fidelity, hissing tape noise it should he as far
capacity
for
its
parts.
Yet,
to
write music especially for an orchicken
the
as
background
In
the
farther
or
an inferior arm can also slowly ruin
records. Typical aging tone arms may background noises you expect from creating songs reaches several sophis- chestra of the little monsters It’s like
ticated levels far beyond any other
having Kraftwerk condensed into a
suffer from tight bearings, mechanical phonograph records.
squashed cube much simpler than
Next in the comparison, concentrate basic pseudo-instrument developed
connections to trigger a trip cycle or
for
non
-musicians.
Rubik’s to conquer
cymbal
voices
or
in
sibilant
on
the
just massive, battleship-style construcBeyond simple diddling-about posWhite, plastic, about a foot long and
crashes. In the original of what is
tion.
sibilities, the VL-Tone drives relatives
The grossest problems can he lo- being recorded, they will probably three inches high, the VL-Tone stuffs

are inaudible with 100 dB. of amplification. In other words the best turntable.
like any piece of high fidelity equipment, is one you cannot hear.
The test for gross faults in an older
phonograph is listening for obvious
sounds that, like the ticking of a
timebomh, say something is amiss and
may soon get out of hand. Merely turn
off the rest of your stereo and listen
carefully to the spinning turntable. Any
noise besides a faint hum from the
motor grinding, rasping or clicking
Is too much.
Such noises indicate something is
maladjusted or wearing out, like bearings in need of lubrication. That same
mechanical noise easily finds its way
through your amplifier to pollute
whatever music you want to enjoy.
Although a good cleaning and lubrication can usually relieve such ailments, the doctor’s bill from the repair
shop may total $25 to $40, probably
more than your little mechanical engineer’s nightmare is worth.
The test is to listen through your
complete system for the shortcomings
of all record spinning devices, turntables and changers alike. These can be
classified as either rumble, wow and
flutter, or speed variations.
Essentially rumble is a minor earthquake, vertical movement of the record surface, arising from assorted

also a feast of subtleties. Most people
will find that increased power (within
reason) can do nought but help their
stereo. But don’t expect to blow down
apartment walls with increased loudness. Twice the volume will take ten
times the power should your speakers even be able to handle it.
biggest mistake most auThe
diophiles make when considering the replacement of their
speakers is listening to advice rather
than the speakers. Every design variant
sounds different. Your choice becomes
an existential one, sorting between different realities.
The acoustic suspension speaker put
high fidelity in a reasonable-sized box
decades ago. Now mathematical formulae make what once was a mixture
of art, black magic and luck into an entirely predictable affair, and our expectations have shrunk. In fact we now
expect the tiniest boxes to give big
bass.
Most old speakers don’t wear out.
Some may burn out, a few dry out and
fall apart, but overall an old speaker is
just as able a performer as it was when
new. The time to change is when your
taste and discernment changes and
what you have begins to sound boomy,
muffled, or just plain bad when compared to something you’ve heard
elsewhere.
The most important question is the
same one you should ask yourself
when making any decision in stereo:
Can you hear the difference?

The Big Beep

The Casio VL-Tone

crazy at family reunions. There are five
Instrument sound settings: piano
plunk, fantasy (twilight zone synthe
sizer woo-woo), nose-hold violin, trilling flute, and amateur guitar. Aunt Hilda’s proud rendition of "When the
Saints ..." can be played back in each
sound, at any of nineteen different
tempos. In addition, a. feature called
ADSR (Mack. Decay, Sustain, and Release) allows you to program the envelope of any sound so that one can
actually create new possibilities for the
electronic tone, no less than 80 million
different ones. Then. "When the
Saints. ." comes out sounding like the
wawa of Jimi Hendrix’s ghost, or the
piercing wail of a Haitian banshee, or A
tuba, or whatever, all of course confined within the original chicken
frankfurter quality sound.
The VL-Tone makes a superb toy,
much advanced beyond the toy pianos
of yesteryear. If all else fails, there’s an
orange emergency button on it which
blurts out a "German Folk Tune,’
utilizing five different instrument
sounds and four rhythms, making it
appear that you can actually make the
new technology work and have talent
after all. They all laughed when you sat
down to play the VL-Tone. Or, you can
balance your bank book with the calculator.

The Realistic
Synthesizer by
Moog MG-1
a few hundred dollars more,
For
Radio Shack will give you all the
authenticity of a funeral parlor
organ right through your living room
stereo. Unlike the VL-Tone, you must
affix the MG -1 to your stereo or
through your rock groups PA before
any sounds come out of it. About the
size of the Compact Edition of the Ox.
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ford American Dictionary (but lighter),
Us portable and could be strapped to
the body, hut not jammed into the hip
pocket.
By the time one has exhausted the
imagination with pure experimentation on the MG-I (about the time the
neighbors are exhausted as well), the
manual provides answers on how the
30 buttons actually can work in harmonic consort. With or without backup hand, the instrument enables the
player to be many things to many
people. With only three more
keyboard keys than the ’it-Tone, it can
be manipulated like a real piano made
for human fingers rather than elf’s
knuckles, and within that 2-1/2 octave
range, a polyphonic capability allows
you to pLay chords as well as single
notes. No memory capability or
rhythm synthesizer Is included, but the
easy -to - follow - but- not very- complex
instruction booklet does explain a
number of true synthesizer terms such
as auto contour trigger, detuning,
cutoff frequency, peak emphasis, and
other jargon of the tune. Following
some diagrams for dial-twiddling, one
builds the sound into an electronic organ, a hurricane, a violin, a tuba, a
helicoptor, electric fuzz guitar (but
one even the Ventures wouldn’t have
touched, I might add), the clarinet

The Personal Stereo
on
F,,s,

(ditto Benny Goodman), and talking
robots (an incomprehensible kitchen
sink) Beyond these prescribed functions, and a cursory description of the
six boxed, color-coded sections which
control modulation, two tone sources,
contour, filter of brightness and low
tones, and the mixer, you are on your
own.
My own basic forays into possibilities, done in conjunction with
Orchestral Maneuvers in the Dark
plugged in through an overdub plug
In the back, cranked out such hybrids
as a dentist drill, the gamut of bird
calls, Echoes of the lost World, and
other amazing conjunctions of sound
to drive any ordinary record reviewer

Insane with metaphorical phrase making. To wit, a searing meltdown
which explodes seconds after the button is pushed, a burbling brook with
warm heart blips reverberating, regurgitating on belltone background, etc.
Make no mistake. The MG-1 is 2 real
instrument. If the advertising picture is
to be believed (and it must be seen to
be believed), Elton John uses one.
Still, I would assume that the primary
kick one can derive from playing with
the machine is scoring the themes
from Pac-Man, Donkey Kong, and Asteroids, or simulating any hundreds of
special effects The theme from jaws,
for example, can be created and left
running by itself, playing endlessly for
your bathtub pleasure. Personally, the
more traditional possibilities enticed

me, and I found inyselt working up
snide arrangements of "Silent Night"
and "Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer" (using as much white noise as
passible) to play at the annual chow’
down.
By interfacing your MG-1 to a home
computer, you can program many
more musical possibilities. With a button called random wave shape, a computer generated noise system of beeps,
drips, kerplunks and zaps will speed
across the keyboard endlessly without
any sense or aesthetic for as long as
the machine is plugged in. It’s not
exactly a comfort on a lonely evening,
but it does do things by itself if you’re
still feeling incompetent.
The best possible solution for such
musical nontalent is the personal
stereo, the ultimate compression of
musical ability into a small space. Let
someone else do all the driving.

tic

son,.

onto the generic label of
Walkman (plural: Wallonen), like
Kleenex for tissue, but everybody’s
into the action. Panasonic has a personal stereo that’s more cumbersome,
General Electric’s Escape comes in
striking blue, Penney’s has confusing
controls, the Infinity Intimate costs a
bundle (with the FM module), and
more than twenty others compete,
each dropping in size and price from
day to day. Technology virtually jets
along WM-II is the size of a cigarette
pack, Sanyo’s machine plays the tape
both ways without flipping, a few types
record as well as play back, earclip
speakers can already replace the
headband, everything is getting
smaller and smaller than Alice’s "eat
me" mushroom. We’ll be injecting
jams before the Nineties.
Now, there are good ways and bad
ways to utilize the amazingly snobbish
personal stereo, and the bad ways are
the most fun. Strapping on a Walkman
and heading out on wheels undoubtedly takes first preference. Roller
skates, bicycles, mopeds, tractors and
wheelchairs, any means of transportation gets a boost when the crystalline
separation of a good P.S. unit provides

EVERYTHING YOU’VE EVER WANTED IN A PORTABLE.
If you’ve always had a taste for a portable stereo
with loads of stereo features, but were afraid of gaining
weight, try something new.
Our new series of Slim-line Personal Stereos.

Available with home audio features like stereo
AM/FM and cassette, Dolbymetal tape capabilities,
a 6-band graphic equalize4 Music Search
(forward and backward), auto replay and direct
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A throbbing aria from the croaking
chords of an Angus Young or a Joey
Ramone in your ears. The danger gives
a tingle, too, as all other sounds take
second place, including irate horn
honks and skidding tires.
Sony claims, The Walkman is more
than a breakthrough product. It has established itself as the representative
product of an entire generation. Television. color television, and sports cars
held this distinction for previous generations.Does this imply that a sprouting
crop of robotons are about to invade
our walkways, maneuvering as solitary
zombies, blocking out all the world
but for their chosen sounds, never to
talk to one another again? Will disco
music return?
The more practical service of the
personal stereo exists for the opposite
group, the non -mobile types Bed
ridden patients, unable to haul their
stereo components into the ward, can
enjoy high quality stereo without
crowding. Sedentary jobs. front factory
work to truck driving, can block out
the blahs. Time seems to fly while
washing dishes, and the chances of the
p.s. dipping into the suds ire remote
especially if one utilizes th: belt
hook instead of the neck wrap to
attach it.

E.
ties,

AND LESS.

For most purposes, the strap secures
the machine nicely, keeping hands and
waist free. Want to go strapless? Sony’s
WM-II fits inn, a shirt pocket, and features "soft-touch" controls which operate through the fabric Most brands
offer a -mute- feature, to enable you
to speak to the check-out girl without
clicking off the tape. You can communicate while the music flows on
deep in the distance. Some machines
have a microphone with the mute, eerily broadcasting the external noises
into the soundtrack, suitable if you
prefer to croon with the tune.
Despite the lightweight comfort of
the headphones,
sound quality is

usually sharper than stand up speakers, the lyrics brought closer to the
brain, with subtleties distinguished.
Record reviewers have been known to
tape their free promos, in order to listen while biking to their day jobs as
busboys.
The political ramifications of the
Walkman and its proliferating ilk may
balance on the obsolescence of
sidewalk "boom box- radios Clearly,
one need not advertise his preference
for high volumn P-Funk to the generic
crowd passing by, but on the other
hand, there is nothing particularly
suave about accidentally belting out
the chorus of "Bette Davis Eyes- in an
otherwise quiet and crowded elevator.
And, the person next to you doesn’t
need to he shouted at to understand.
He can’t hear REO cranking in your
ear.
These potential snags are quickly
learned, and overcome. The larger
model personal stereos might not be
as cute as Sony’s, but they are still
small enough to fit comfortably in the
most active situations. The FM radio
units, while draining batteries at a
much slower rate than the 9 or so
hours cassettes get on 2, 3 or 4 AA batteries, sometimes don’t get consistent
reception, dependent upon the area
and the activity where they’re used.

17
The hest personal stereo models offer
an FM module which snaps in like a
cassette, allowing you to opt for recorded or broadcast sounds.
Some begrudging competitors don’t
hold much for the future. Richard Sutton of Toshiba America claims, "Ifs
just like the CB boom. It will go down

the tubes in two years. With the Ko.
reans and Hong Kong manufacturers
in there, pretty soon you’ll see them
for $2995.."
In the meantime, who’s waiting to
find out? I’ve got a date to scrub the
bathroom floor with Ellen Foley, and I
can’t wait.

The Many Roads to Hi Fi
BY MARTIN CLIFFORD
no upper and lower
There are
limits to high-fidelity sound, and
since listening to music with an
assist from electronics has so many different approaches. one person’s ft is
another person’s phooey. What you
may like in the way of audio and what
you will ultimately buy depends on the
way you interface with audio components, on your budget age, sex, environment, personal taste and musical
training. Fortunately there are various
ways to set up a hi/fl system, some of
which are a dead-end arrangement,
others permitting the system to grow
as you budget and musical taste permit.

Getting a hi/fl system is a decisionmaking process and the selection of
the wrong option can he costly, time
consuming, and stress inducing. The
problem is compounded by the fact
that you cannot really hear a hi/fi sr:
tern until you’ve listened to it for about
a half year. It is only then that the oil
dines of the system you have set up
will begin to emerge.
Your natural yearning for audio can
be satisfied in a number of ways. Basically. there are two approaches, compact vs component, but there are a
number of subheadings under these
two. A compact system consists of an
((Onfillfied on page 22)

C1981 pioneer Electtttnicsof America, 1925 E. Dominguez Street, Long Beach, CA 90810. ’Dolby is a registered t1:11 it.

one -button feature switching.
All with about 1/3 less bulk than regular portables.
So, finally, you can gorge yourself on incredible
sound. And still be able to move.

PIONEER*
We never miss a performance.

if Dolby Laboratories.
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& OUT THE OTHER
(Continued from page S)
nephew, to compete in a silly race to see
who wins the estate. Producer George Englund is one of the men behind this. He’s
also involved in The Life of Walter Lippman,
starring Paul Newman as the influential
American political pundit (that’ll be an ABC
TV movie), Englund says he’s also purchased rights to the Ron Settles storySettles, a Long Beach State University star
halfback, was recently arrested, and later
found hanged in his jail cell. Not a suicide.

Bruce will be producing an EP for Dick
Dale, once known as King of the Surf Guitar
back in the dawn of the Sixties. Dale, who
once harbored dozens of wild animals in
his suburban Costa Mesa, California yard,
was, according to bacialreets, "the first rock
’n roller to appear on the Ed Sullivan
Show." Anyone interested in subscribing to
backstreets should send inquiries to
Stephen Ryan. 1500 Coachwood Street, La
Habra, CA 90631.

Still Busy

Gainfully Employed
joins up with
Superman’s Margot Kidder in Trench’
Coal. a comedy mystery from Disney filming
in Malta and San Francisco ... Bee Gee
Barry Gibb will star in Byron, about the
romantic English poet and his role in
Greece’s struggle for independence from
Turkey ... Gene Hackman stars in Eureka, a
murder mystery locationing in British Columbia and Jamaica, directed by Nicholas
Wirt; (Don’t Look Now, Performance)
William Hurt wont be making any movies
for awhile; he’s playing Richard II on stage
in New York ... Richard Pryor will star in
Color Man, turned down by Bill Murray; it’s
about a "color" sportscaster (a TV term for
the jock interviewer/commentator) ... Dustin Hoffman stars in roacie as a transvestite
soap opera actor in New York, which may
or may not interfere with the rumor that
Hoffman is first choice to star in Gorky Park
... Carly Simon will make her acting debut
in a CBS Cable movie; she’ll play a dual role,
one a Forties torch singer, the other a modThere will he more Pink
ern thrush
Panthers even without Peter Sellers. Ted
Wass (formerly Danny of Soap) will be the
new Clouseau ... Kenny Rogers stars in Sir
Pack, to be directed by Daniel Petrie (Resurrection; Fort Apache, the Bronx) in Atlanta ... The Billy Crystal SIxtit (he was Jody
on Soap), a one hour comedy variety show,
will emerge on NBC soon, if nix already
. . Michael McKean, Lenny of /lawn(’ and
Shirley, is starring in 1Oung Doctors in love
(another ABC feature film) which marks the
directorial debut of producer Garry Marshall (same show, among others), for which
no one has been waiting with hated breath
... Mary Steenhurgen will play Marjorie
Kinnan Rawlings (author of The Yearling.
one of the most affecting hooks youthful
Americans are encouraged to read) in Crass
Creek, to film in Florida ... Two hest sellers
of a few years ago are finally headed into
film: Dee Brown’s Amerindian Saga Bury
My Heart at Wounded Knee will he a five
part TV miniseries: The Ninth Wave, Eugene
Burdick.; novel of American politics, will he
a feature.

AIRPLANE’S ROBERT HAYS

MUSIC LIVES ON TDK
Music sets the tone in your life. Creates a world of
enjoyment all your own. If you want nothing to interfere, choose TDK. TDK cassettes make music live.
With a performance as full and vibrant as the original.
In its special way TDK does more than record.
It recreates. Music is magic.
Don’t lose any of it, now that
you know where it lives.

41VTDK

We Heard It Through the
Grapevine, Too
of Detroit recently
started showcasing some of as acts in
that city’s Hotel Pontchartrain in order to
lure Major labels into distribution deals. Atlantic had already snapped up Jerry Carr
("This Must Be Deaven"), hut so far no deal
for their ace artist, Barrett Strong, one of
the first artists ever signed to Motown, cowriter of "Money" and "I heard It Through
the Grapevine." His new album is all finished, waiting for a distribution deal: titled
Love Is You. it features all new Strong songs.
Ars HERM REcORDs out

What’s Bruce Springsteen Up To?
devoted to news of
Springsteen and hand, tells us that Big

BACKSTREETS,

’TIMINGS

is the next
1 Cheech & Chong film, and here’s the big
scoop: no dope. Just one small reference to
the devil weed. Their wives (Rikki Mann
and Shelby Chong by name) also appear in
the film, ’’French women, while C&C portray themselves and ... Arabs. All directed
by Tom Avildsen, cousin to director John,
and filmed in Las Vegas and Chicago.
ARE TOUGH ALL OVER

SrevF. mum. who wrote Breaking Away,
Eyeulowss and Four Friends, is now finishing Weatherman, about a Chicago TV
weatherman who becomes politically influential. Robert Redford will supposedly
star, but don’t hold your breath; Redford’s
last film. The Verdict, is proceeding without
him. Tesich has also completed his first
novel, Summer Crossing, which occurs in
the same time and place as Four Friends
(Tesich admits to a strong autobiographical
bent).

New Wave Old Enufffor
Comebacks
going public again.
For those who missed the first go-round,
Ms. Sinnamon was a rising star on L.A.’s
New Wive scene two years ago. Capacity
crowds at her Troubadour appearances.
Tough girl charisma. Producer Mike Chapman. then cresting on successes with the
Knack ("My Sharona") and Blondie (-Heart
of Glass"), hut currently unable to get himself arrested. tagged Shandi as his next
disc-overy. But the record flopped.

SHANOI SINNAMoN is

An Hour Later, They Wanted to
Hear Again
ON

A RECENT TRIP To CHINA, director _John

Landis screened The Blues Brothers
Movie for curious film industry people.
They were impressed by the intricate work
with miniatures required for the movie’s
several dozen car crashes. Then they were
dumbfounded to learn that those were all
real life-simrs, crunching at the rate of several thousands of dollars per second.
They dug Aretha Franklin, those Chinese
hipsters, hut couldn’t connect any significance to the various blues, country and rock
music scenes. "They said it all sounded
alike to them," reports Landis.

Where Are They Now &
Who Cares? Dept.
the infamous Night Tripper,
laid down a soundtrack of barrelhouse boogie-woogie piano for C.HWILly
Row that’s probably the hest thing about the
flick. Root Boy Slim, whose hid for stardom
entitled Boogie Till You Puke did not become an FM radio staple. Is recording for
Moonlight Records. Arthur Brown, as in The
Crazy World of, is waxing tracks for Lone
Star Records.
JOHN,

DR
has
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AFTER 500 PLAYS OUR HIGH FIDELITY
TAPE STILL DELIVERS HIGH FIDELITY

If your old favorites don’t sound as good as they used to, the problem
could be your recording tape.
Some tapes show their age more than others. And when a tape ages
prematurely, the music on it does too.
What can happen is, the oxide particles that are bound onto tape
loosen and fall off, taking some of your music with them.
At Maxell, we’ve developed a binding process that helps to prevent
this. When oxide particles are bound onto our tape, they stay put. And
so does your music.
So even after a Maxell recording is 500 plays old, maxell
you’ll swear it’s not a play over five.
MuxeII Corpotor.on of Amer,ra, 60 041ord Drive. N160400.05 N.1 07074

IT’S WORTH IT
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America’s Best Young Actor?
BY BYRON LAL1RSEN

sideseam stripe, Hutton als ,Sc.11, a
t-shin and is smoking the last cigarette
from a pack.
In real life. rim Hutu in is equally as
"You don’t smoke, do vii?" he asks.
complex as Conrad Jarrett.. his character in 1980’s multiple Oscar winner. The question Is a cue for his press
agent, who has been recumbent on a
Ordinary People). a guy who looked
naugahyde bench. lie slumps dutifully
like he’d sucked an electrified nipple.
be.
over to the vehicle’s aluminum door.
But Hutton’s real -life complexity is
An impish grin se-ride’s Hutton, who
nevolent He’s a mix of talents, all of
was trying to pin the scene civilly.
which he loves to put into play. A good
. anything but
Marlboro
shooting guard, if NBA-undersized at ’Merit
ofeven
menthol." he instructs, and the press
he
pounds,
six feet and ISO
agent vanishes.
fered his services to the Ampersand
Tips is set at Valley Forge Military
Avengers city league team (currently in
Academy. three hundred acres of rolla building year). A capable jazz and
ing,
sloping, rural Pennsylvania with
school
old
high
rock drummer, he and
friends love to jam on tunes as de- over forty buildings, mostly Georgian
brick -and -column stalwarts Oppresmanding as "Round Midnight" A child
of divorce, he seems to hold both par- sive or inspirational depending on
one’s feelings about the military, the
Typically
cast
admiration.
high
ents in
campus is a perfect setting for a
as a troubled youth, he can evoke
story about someone trapped by the
compassion like no one else in the
momentum of tradition. Hutton’s Brian
business. Nonetheless his existence is
Moreland character is just that: 3
strictly enviable: a new electric red
model cadet, he nearly worships
Porsche 911SC, a sumptuous Malibu
Scott’s character, the general in charge
Colony beach house, a brand new
of the academy and its program of
Oscar and Golden Globe Award, no
shortage of female attention, a pre- breeding staunch leaders. Trying, in a
crisis, to act as he imagines Scott
stigious new film just hitting the
would, Hutton turns the Academy into
screens.
a battleground and the line between
The Stones sing "I’m lust sitting on a
fence" when I step into Hutton’s rec- make-believe and real war is crossed
by the treads of a tank. Though only
reational vehicle dressing room at 11
am. on a moody-skied day early last
Obsemile. 147,1011 cadet Moron (left and he
June. Hutton is between takes for Taps,
loud uses firepou er to take ids,’ a military
his second feature film, a shared star
academy The fancy dress soldiers. Tom
billing with the formidable George C
Cruise and Sean Penn c111411, are tuo of
Scott. In cadet-style trousers with a
Ins OCCOMpillW

pul.11" accepwill tell alit mt
lance, no has the makings of a classic
coming-of-agt story And. in Hutton, it
has one of the best young actors in
several years. someone who discs
copious research and who tries to as.
SUM’ characters from the inside init.
"The class he showed in Ordinary
People is more than continued in this
film.- director Stanley Becker told me
a few minutes earlier, behind some
rigged -for-explosion scenery in the
Academy’s armory buikling. "Taps
lives or falls on Timothy Hutton, he’s
the lifebkvid, the key performance. Hutton is pleased by the director’s
remarks when I relay them. He nods
respectfully, hut isn’t anxious to dwell
on himself as subject. Instead, he fumbles for a book he’s been reading, one
of those lisaxxiks, which are to literature what the medtly is to agriculture.
In a list of the "Twenty (neatest Rock
Albums of All Time" Hutton is
perplexed by number 14.
"let me just find this," he says, scrab.
bling through the pages. "It’s really important." The right page reveals
Itself. "Here
The Velvet Underground with Nico ... I’ve never heard
of them!"
In 1966, when the Velvet Underground was a brand new band and inspiring reviews like "an assemblage
that actually vibrates with menace,
cynicism and perversion" (Chicago
Daily News), Tim Hutton was only six
wars old. His father, Jim Hutton, was a
Mut:

_JO
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man of astounding talent and mischievous bent. "Cocky and contented,"
Pbomplay called him. He won a Hollywood contract by using all his accumulated Army leave time to venture
to the German location of director
Douglas Sirk’s A Time to Love and a
Time to Die. There he won a small
part, that of a neurotic army officer. He
also got busted, around the same time,
for arranging a gag in which he and
some cohorts invented a mythical
American film star named Rex Wrayne
and through elaborate play-acting
made that imaginary actor front page
news at the Berlin Film Festival of
1957.
Jim Hutton’s career peaked with a
string of light comedies. He was
memorable alongside a very young
Jane Fonda in Period of Adjustment, a
1962 release. He and Maryline Poole
Adams, Tim’s mother, divorced when
Tim was three.
Most of Tim Hutton’s growing up
was in Connecticut and in Berkeley,
California He lived with his mother,
quite apart from show business influences. Exception came when young
Tim and friends staged a barnyard
production Oliver. "It was great," Hutton recalls. "I got to sing. I had this
little, high voice."
When he was sixteen, Tim Hutton
moved to Los Angeles to live with his
father. He enrolled at Fairfax High,
where he took the role of Nathan Detroit in a production of Guys and
Dolls. He visited his father now and
again on the set of Ellery Queen, a TV
mystery series starring the elder Hutton. Then the two starred together in a
dinner theatre production of Harvey.
Finally, Hutton the younger decided
acting was definitely what he wanted.
He dropped from high school, scored
a General Equivalency Diploma, and
auditioned for made-for-TV movies
His widest notice came for Friendly
Fire, co-starring Carol Burnett and Ned
Beatty.
Beatty praised Hutton to writer
Bruce Cook for American Film magazine. "1 myself tend to be an actor who
makes broader choices," said Beatty,
"so I appreciate an actor who can do
the same thing making more subtle
choices, working more or less internally."
Robert Redford, who directed Ordinary People, has said that he saw
something that was natural in Hutton,
rather than something that was acting:
The two spent a lot of time taking
walks together, tossing a football
around, establishing intuitive trust.
Similarly. Hutton and George C. Scott
built a rapport through the early days
of Taps’ shooting schedule. They held
marathon chess games, all of them
won by Scott. Chess spread like a
fever, lasting long after Scott had
filmed his short segment. Just before I
walked in on Hutton, twelve of the
young cadet extras were at the same
long table, intent on six separate chess
matches.
"George doesn’t like to sit down to
play just one game," Hutton ,,."You
keep going with him until you’ve
played five, six games in a row. It’s really intense concentration. I never beat
him. But by the time he left I was playing chess better."
The Stones tape has given way to
Weather Report. Hutton is mouthing
percussion accents to "Birdland."
The press agent arrives at this point,
holding three naked cigarettes upright.
"These are from your usual nicotine
supplier," he says, and re-assumes his
horizontal position.
"You know," I comment, "Johnny
Carson and Chevy Chase also have

backgrounds in drumming. They’ve
said that it helped build their timing"
"Really?" Hutton’s face flashes with a
nanosecond of delight, then levels off
again. He genuinely likes to converse,
but he doesn’t like the feeling of being
set up to talk about himself personally.
"I brought some drum pads along and
set them up in my hotel room sot can
play along with the tapes. I wanted to
bring along a snare and a floor tom,
but I think that would drive people
crazy. Anyone want a Snickers?" he
asks, offering from a small stash of
candy bars on the table.
-Do you have any particular notions
of what your strong points in acting

are? Say, timing for example?"
"Urn ... I don’t know. It’s sort of
tough to be objective about that. I just
sort of work from instinct. And not
really from any method I’ve learned."
Instinct plus research, make that.
Hutton is a voracious reader when
preparing a role. For Ordinary People
he read The Catcher in the Rye, A Separate Peace, East of Eden and a book on
psychological problems of the children of wealthy parents. He also spent
time talking with patients at mental
hospitals for teenagers, even posing as
a "trial" patient for a day. He says the
experience was "moving," especially
when other patients un-selfconsciously
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checked his wrists for suicide-attempt

mandant.
It appears almost certain that Hut.
Taps motivated Hutton to read
ton’s influence will extend beyond the
American Caesar, a biography of Gen- gates of this fictional military academy.
eral George S. Patton, Herman Mel- But exactly where it, and his career,
ville’s 8814, Budd, and other books fa will go, Hutton isn’t prepared to guess.
cused on authority and conflict. In ad. "I don’t know," he says at the interdition, he spent four weeks living at
view’s close, "I can’t really think in the
Valley Forge Academy before filming
future, never really have been able to.
began. I ask if Taps is a story of social
’Cause it’s a very moment kind of thing,
processes or a private, individual story.
from role to role. I mean, Ordinary
"I’d say it was more private," Hutton
People and the success of that film has
comments. "Moreland doesn’t know
given me the opportunity to, I’m sure,
anything more than this private world
for the next couple of years, find work.
he lives in. He doesn’t have any broad
But beyond that, I don’t know. I mean,
scope, any overview. So it’s more pri- things just sort of happened. I was very
vate, a world in which he is the corn- lucky."
scars.

ON SCREEN
Reds
starring Warren Beatty, Diane Keaton,
Jack Nicholson; written by Warren Beatty and Trevor Griffiths; directed by
Beatty.
Radical Journalist John Reed was
born in Oregon and was buried in
the Kremlin. That quantum leap in geography and the political-polarity it
implies sum up Reed’s extraordinary
life. Although he was dead just a few
days after his 33rd birthday, his life
was crammed with more adventure
than most people ever know or want
to know. He went to Harvard, wrote
plays, organized with the Wobblies,
became a journalist, lived with one of
the richest and most controversial
women of her day (Mabel Dodge),
wrote poetry, broke hearts, traveled
with Pancho Villa and immortalized
the Russian Revolution in Ten Days
That Shook the World, a piece of
reportage that is now more notable
for its drama than for its truth. John
Reed was a star of his generation
and a legend in his own time.
Warren Beatty first discovered Reed
more than ten years ago and became
obsessed with putting his story on the
screen. He ultimately spent more than
two years in production on Reds, and
between 833 and $40 million. The film
’lasts three hours and nineteen minutes
and is a kaleidoscopic vision of Reed
and his times. The film is audacious
and often startlingly successful, while
at the same time faint-hearted and
predictable.
Beatty, who wrote the screenplay
along with British playwright Trevor
Griffiths (with reported assistance
from Elaine May and Robert Towne),
chose to focus on Reed’s affair and
marriage to Louise Bryant, a tempera.
mental and tempestuous woman who
craved the spotlight but was never certain she could win it on her own.
When she met Reed, she not only
found a lover, but a ticket to the fame
and fortune (not in the monetary
sense) she coveted. She was, without
too much of a stretch, Bianca to Reed’s
Mick.
Diane Keaton plays Louise, and at
times it’s a very daring and amazingly
subtle performance. She’s not afraid to
let the audience think she’s frivolous
and unlikeable. She never stoops to
woo the audience. By the end, when
her maturity and commitment to Reed
are tested in the extreme, her anguish
and strength are all the more compelling At times Keaton seems a bit too

modern; some of her political spout- few filmmakers these days ever bother
ings sound as if they were left over to mount.
Jambes AtIas
from Woody Allen’s Love and Death.
Beatty is a fine producer and an interesting director, but he’s a limited
actor. He’s best at playing men who
are so slow that life eats them up
Starring Hemy Fonda, Katharine Hep(Bonnie and Clyde or McCabe and
Mrs Miller), or California golden boys burn and Jane Fonda; ’eraser; by Ernest Thompson; produced by Bruce
who belong in bed (Shampoo). He
Gilbert; directed by Mark Rydell
doesn’t begin to convey Reed’s compelling intelligence or his clarity of
imple stories often make the best
thought; he’s much too anxious to
please. Beatty never shows us Reed’s
films. Ernest Thompson’s On
darker side, his selfishness, his devils. Golden Pond, adapted from his play of
The complexity of the man is missing.
the same name, is a simple story, well
Also, and this is most curious of all, told, and it speaks of life. In Mark
the sexual chemistry between Beatty
Rydell’s care, the story has made an
and Keaton is all but non-existent. excellent transition to the screen.
They never ignite on the screen, alNorman Thayer, Jr. (Henry Fonda)
though we keep expecting them to. and his wife, Ethel (Katharine Hepnot
unThis has been sold as a movie
burn), have returned to spend the
like Doctor &imago; although it’s a far
summer at their rustic home on
better movie, it doesn’t tug at us the Golden Pond in rural New Hampshire.
way that film did. In fact it isn’t until
Norman’s 80th birthday is approaching
Reds is just about over that Keaton and
and in celebration of the event, daugh
Beatty manage to break our hearts, ter Chelsea Uane Fonda) arrives from
particularly in the one totally apocry- her home in California with current
flame Bill (Dabney Coleman), a denphal element in the movie Bryant’s
trek across Finland and Russia to find
tist, and his son, Billy (Doug McKeon).
The two lovers dash off to Europe,
her ailing lover.
This is not to say that Reds is without
leaving this 13-year old in octagenarian
sexual chemistry, but it’s supplied by
hands, a situation that begins badly but
Jack Nicholson, who shows up briefly
ends warmly. Chelsea returns alone
as playwright Eugene O’Neill. Nichol- (Bill had to rush home to aid a pason’s scenes with Keaton are the best
tient) and has a reconciliation of sorts
with her father, with whom she’s been
written in the movie, and although she
doesn’t give off much raw passion, at odds all her life. As summer ends,
the couple, in pretty fair shape for two
Nicholson gives off so much we forget
old birds, pack up and head home to
the imbalance.
Boston for the winter.
Beatty has also shown his courage
Superb performances from Fonda
by inter -cutting his drama with
straight-to-the-camera testimony from
and Hepburn as a pair who’ve been
together for around 50 years, and still
people who lived through that same
care deeply for each other, make On
era Like Marcel Ophuls in The Sorrow
and the Pity, Beatty has let people who
Golden Pond a special event. Fonda is
stunning as the cranky, complaining
knew Reed and Bryant talk about
Norman. He’s got a right to be mad:
them. Some remember everything all
he’s old, he’s losing his memory, he’s
wrong and some have an axe to grind,
but the device is riveting The major
got angina, he feels death constantly
hovering about, "You’re old and I’m
objection is that Beatty never identifies
ancient," he tells Ethel in a fit of pique.
these people and it just isn’t fair. Some
faces may be recognized, such ag "I’ll show you the bathroom, if I can
remember where it is," he says to
Henry Miller or George Jessel; but
how many people know Rebecca West
Billy, overhearing remarks about his
by sight or Roger Baldwin, the founder
fading memory. During a particularly
feisty exchange on death, Ethel says,
of the ACLU?
All in all, Reds is a movie to see. It’ll "Don’t you have anything else to think
give quite a history lesson to most au- of?", to which he responds, "Nothing
diences, as radical Americans are not
quite as interesting."
exactly well represented in mainYet for all its sentimentality, the film
stream history texts, and it has a scope
is often hilarious. Norman gets the
and daring that few Hollywood movies
best lines and Fonda is delightful,
have these days. Betty has crammed
throwing out one dry, crackling line
his movie with people and places, after another, all delivered without a
ideas and emotions; although he’s not
twinge of a smile. In most cases,
always successful in making them
cliched instances of melodrama have
coalesce, he’s on a very right track that
been admirably avoided by Thompson

On Golden Pond

and Rydell, though the relationship between Norman and Billy is sometimes
a little too dear. And Ms. Fonda’s play.
ing of Chelsea doesn’t seem to ring
true. But the flaws are slight and the
lead performances remarkable.
Zan Stewart

Buddy Buddy
starring Jack Lemmon and Walter
Mattbau, uritten by Billy Wilder and I
A L Diamond, based on a play and
story by Francis Veber, produced by
Jay Weston; directed by Wilder
Veteran director and writer Billy
V Wilder fell short in the making of
Buddy Buddy. Rather than being an
outrageous comedy, the film is merely
an outrage. It’s sad to see such a pro
(Some like it Hot, Sunset Boulertird,
The Seven Year Itch) plod haplessly
about like a fly trying to run a 50-yard
dash through a vat of peanut butter.
Walter Matthau plays a highly-paid
underworld human, who has rubbed
out two victims, one by bomb, the
other by poison. He’s about to make
the final kill in his illustrious career.
Enter Jack Lemmon, a distraught hus.
band whose wife (Paula Prentiss) has
run off with the director of a sex clinic
(Klaus Kinski). As Matthau stands
poised from a hotel window with his
high-powered rifle about to blow away
the target mobster. Lemmon in the
room next door constantly distracts the
assassin by loudly, and ineptly, attempting suicide. That is the plot in a
nutshell although a trash bag might
have been a better place for it.
While Matthau barely manages to
muddle through this farce with the
tired mugging and deadpan delivery
we’ve seen so many times before,
Lemmon fairs far worse. His histrionic
antics wear thin, calling to mind a
combination of the stuttering Mel Tiflis
crossed with a tired Daffy Duck. Prentiss and Kinski often look about as
animated as cigar store indians.
The real fault lies with the writing of
Wilder and cowriter I. A. L. Diamond.
These two old pros show a lack of
originality as they trod over well-worn
comedic territory. Tired jokes about
policemen, sex, drugs and hippies
(hippies? Good grief)) inhabit this listles.s and tasteless script.
The one thing that is amazing about
the film is that it manages to fail on SO
many different levels. Buddy Buddy is
about as dated as last year’s calendar,
and just as useless.
Bill Brannatens
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CLASSIFIED ADS
ART & DESIGN
Postcards

FARAWAY FRIENDS
PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA Make
lasting friendships through correspondence. Send age, interests. Free reply.
Harmony, Box 89AMP, Brooklyn, NY
(066)
11235.

MAIL THEM! COLLECT THEM! Frame
them! Our selection runs the gamut
from Renaissance Art to Reagan’s
Whitehouse. Catalog, $2.00. Deja Vu,
1979(A) Shattuck Ave.. Berkeley, LA
9,1709.
(014)

GETTING AROUND

BREAD & BUTTER

Trate( uppommities, locations, ridesharing, apartment-swapping read
about it in Getting Around.

CRUISES. EXOTIC RESORTS, SAILING
Expeditions! Needed, Sports Instructors. Office Personnel, Counselors.
Europe, Carribean, Worldwide! Summer. Career Send $695 plus $1 handling for Application Openings Guide
to CRUISEWORLD, AMP Box 60129,
Sacramento, CA 95860
(026)

FEELING GOOD

DO-IT-YOURSELF RESUME/JOB KIT
Strategies, interview techniques. formats, cover letters plus 999 Search
Agencies who can Help!! $10.00. Resumewriters. 841-C Spruce. Winnetka,
(02.r)
II. 60003
ALTERNATIVE JOBS/INTERNSHIP LIST.
ings! The enviromnent, foreign affairs,
women’s rights media, health/
education, community organizing, and
more. Work you can believe in! Send
$2.00 for latest nationwide listing.
COMMUNITY JoRS. Box 114. 1520 16th
St.. NW. Wa.shington, DEC 20036 (024)
_
. .
Delp wanted, If you hate a job that
needs
this is your category

CELEBRATE!
Circle K Week
FEBRUARY -43th. "TOGETHER FOR
Tomorrow.- Get involved! Join the
best COW sense organization on the
college campus. PriiitilAS focused to
meet the needs 1 the elderly, the ado.
lescent. and the handicapped. Plus socials, panics. fellowship Contact your
student activities Mice for info on
time and day id’ meetings.
(034)
Birthday greetings, wedding wishes,
graduation announcements. bar
manta’s, whatever Say it with affection in Celebrate! in Ampersand.

HAUTE CUISINE
Get ready for this! If you hale a rectpe
that you want to share with Ampersand readers send if in and we’ll pram
it for free (subject to our test kitchen
staff omit-oral) Those of l’Ot4 selliiig
tour cookbooks bottom must pay
like a tr1011e else

FOCUS St CLICK
Cameras and equipment can be
Mid
hem
Rate Base. 810.000

Tell us about your secret health potions. vitamin supplements and
panaceas for the afflictions that get at
down in the ’8(8

AT HOME

«,thultuded from paw 175
Records, tapes, music books, instruments, senices

ODDS & ENDS
Need Credit?
GET VISA, MASTER CHARGE CARD
with no credit check. Guaranteed! It’s
simple. Legal. Plus other credit secrets.
Free details! Send SASE to, Inflation
Reports, AM -A, P.O. Box 60148, Los
Angeles, CA 90060.
(136)
Women Too Expensive/
STOP DATING RIPOFFS! FREE DE
tails. New Lifestyle Publishing, Box
4419 AM-A, Los Angeles. CA 90051(1355
If you can think of anything that ue
haren’t, we’ll either make up a new category. or stick it under Odds & Ends.

PANDORA’S BOX
Are your old Tiffany lamps gathering
dust? }Our collection of am shaped
milk pitchers doesn’t make it in your
new high tech apartment? Dump the
stuff into Pandora. Box.

READ ON

Sell your used tor new) furniture and
household items here

HOW TO...
"HOW TO STUDY FOR EXAMS.- $2.00
-How to Take Exams.- $3.00. Valuable
reports using psychological principles.
Tiny’ SASE. Robert Delurio, 468
Bellevue Avenue, Yonkers, NY
(114)
1003
Education! The hope of the future!
Trade schools, training &maks, classes,
mail-order diplomas!

LOOKING GOOD
Cosmetics, health and skin care products. Dr Quackenhurg’s Snake Oil
Flair that can gniw hair on a billiard
ball and smooth OW the wrinkles on
a rhinoceros. Sup right up and get
nous HOW!

MUSICAL NOTES
RECORD EXPRESS CORP! Free catalog!
Fast service! Low prices! Cut-outs,
picture disc, send toRecord Express. 1536 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago. IL
60605.
(124)
IMPORTED RECORDS & MUSICASstiles! Paradox imports over 4000 records and Muicassettes from 25 different countries For a free catalt ig with
the hest selection of Euro Rock. Jam
New Wave. Heas3 Metal. Reggae, and
Rockabilly. 20445 Gramercy Place, Box
2896, Torrance. CA 90509-2896. (213)
3201331.
(124)
Tunes to hum and things to strum

Magazine subscription.s and collections, books and all literary pursuits
can be lived here

GET $ RICH
Need attestors for your Oregon pineapple plantation, Want to unload
that same plantation on some unsuspecting entnpreneur1 list your bust
nem opportunities right here

THREADS
Clothing, new and used, antique or
just plain old, bought and sold in
Ampersand.

TRADING POST
have eighty-sax file DiMaggio
baseball cards, and the only one lacking to make your collection complete
is Bob Feller? See if you can get someone to trade with rou

.10 yO14

WHEELS
Sell your car or tour bike in the pages
of Ampersand. Maintenance manuals
and other related information also
welcome

OZONE
Double, double, toil and trouble’ No,
ism ain’t get your recipe printed brig
for free But you can sell lour soothsaying secrets, roodoo dolls and rare
herbs in the Ozone

Classified Advertising Order Form

Ruts
Per word
i7 word min.(
,p Cap
Bold litsal
signsture
Inset
Inch of Art

T

RON SPRINGS MULTI-PAK VITAL MINS top formula finest ingredients 60 day supply,
$24.95/11
postage and handling. Iron Springs
Nutrition, P.O. Box 371, Manitou
Springs, CO 80829.0371.
(084)

ANXICTY

96
15 00
22(5)
43(11
8600
166(5)

I scold like to ssIvenise in Asrpetsand Please reserve a space for me In the
words, touting $
issue. My ad has
/ womb, abo Moo Ddrop cap. CI hold head, Dsign,aure. Dmnsct Clinch of
Please attach your ad copy to this blank and
An. kir a grand 58.1 of
tell us which section you wish to run in.
Name

InAnums
.4 Jan/Feb

5 Marc/April
6 May/June

Dec 10
Feb. 5
March 5

Slate

Zip

am interested in running a display ad Please send me your rate card
Send to Ampersand classifieds, 16P0 North Vine, Suite 900, Hollywood, CA 900214
01

AWFM/EM stereo receiver, a pair of
speakers, an 8-track cartridge tape
player or a cassette recorder/player,
with a record player as the crowning
glory sitting on top. And all this is arranged in and on some kind of
cabinet, sometimes described as
nouveau fruit box.
Usually made by no-name -brand
manufacturers, the best yriti can say of
this setup is that it supplies sound. The
speakers are usually fixed in position.
although some now permit the speakers to be separated. Ni, specs are
supplied for compact systems, which is
probably just as well. But the arrangement does have its advantages. It is the
lowest cost system and comes preconnected. All you need do is to put
the AC plug into the nearest outlet. So
it is aggravation free until you’ve ’istimed to it for a while. It does not
permit system expansion nor does it
lend itself to upgrading.
The opposite approach is buying
each hi/li component individually and
that could mean two or more speakers, possibly including a subwoofer, a
power amplifier, a pre -amplifier, a
tuner, a cassette deck or an open reel
deck (or both), an equalizer, and one
or more record players. The record
player itself may also be subdivided
into separate components such as a
time arm, a phono cartridge, a stylus,
and the record player mechanism But
you can also man with just a receiver
and a pair of speakers The receiver is
an integrated tuner, pre. and power
amplifier.
The technique of buying individual
components can be the most aggravating, requires some undestanding of
the electronic vocabulary used in spec
sheets, demands that you select components, possibly. from different manufacturers that will work well together.
and is by far the most expensive way
to go. It also means the responsibility
for interconnecting the individual
units is yours. But if you’ve done some
reading about hi/ti, this arrangement
can supply sound you will find incomparable. If space is a problem you can
get micro components that work just
as well as larger ones.
One advantage of the component
system is that it lends itself to the ad&
thin of more units, as your budget
permits, or replacing them based in
advan, es Ill hi techniilogy
0,1 ,ir modits the
’ ,

system depends on your original purchase. Buying hi/hi components means
keeping an eye on the future, buying
units that have enough inputs to permit their easy inclusion In the system.
The quality of what you buy now will
determine the quality of subsequent
add-ons. No hi/fi can do any better
than the lowest quality component in
the system. Add-ons can increase the
flexibility of a system, but not its
overall sound quality.
There are alternative approaches,
for these two, the compact and the
component, are extremes. Some hVfi
dealers sometimes advertise complete
packaged systems. The bait in this case
is that the cost of such a system is at a
price that is lower than the sum cost of
the individual components. Further,
those that are selected by the dealer
will probably work well together, relieving you of the need to make
numerous buying decisions. The problem here is that the components may
not be quite what you would have
wanted, or they may consist of stock
the dealer has been unable to move
on a single component basis. They
may also consist of outdated models.
So this arrangement is somewhere between the two extremes of compact
and individual component selection.
Another approach is to buy a cornplete system offered by a manufacturer This is a takeoff on the total system merchandising technique used by
dealers. is more expensive than the
dealer offering, hut is less expensive
and time consuming than shopping for
your own components. The total cost
I’. often. hut not always, less than the
sum cost of the individual components. And, if you select a known,
name brand manufacturer, you can be
sure the components will he designed
to work well together And sometimes
the manufacturer or his dealers will
supply a free caster-mounted rack,
complete with a glass door, that will
house all the components Further,
you will receive a set of cables for in.
terconnections
Such an arrangement may or may
not include the speakers. These should
he separated by a distance of about 8
feet or more. You may have nxim for
free-standing floor speakers or you
may need bookshelf types.
Still another hVh arrangement, relatively new, is the portable made up of
micro-sized units which can do double
duty by working in. as well as outdoors. These generally have two
speakers, one on each side, attached
by clips. The speakers can he removed
and separated so LIS iii supply full
Oleo
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These Happy .Vesv Year
bubbles (from champagne.
we like to think) were
wrought by Jeff Devins of
Honolulu, Hawaii, attending
the University of Hawaii..He
earns thirty whole dollars.
Other artistic 11pes can also
earn big bucks ; Just submit your original Ampersands (in black ink on
sturdy white paper
no ballpoint doodles,
please) to Ampersand
of the Month, 1680 N.
Vine. Suite 900, Hollywood, CA 90028. (If
you wish to key
your Ampersand
to a particular holiday, we must receive
it two months before
that holiday.)
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Realistic System Seven.
The Biggest Sound in Little Stereo Systems!
Designed With Today’s Lifestyle in
Mind. Trim, functional and efficient,
our remarkable System Seven fits in
with modern, streamlined living. It’s
perfect anywhere space is at a premium and you want premium sound.
The low-profile STA-7 receiver in its
bold-looking jet-black metal case is just
31/2 -in. high! Yet it delivers a full
10 watts per channel, minimum rms
into 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with
no more than 0.4% total harmonic distortion. Our matching Minimusfi-7
Icast-aluminum two-way speaker sys! tems are less than 8-inches high, and
’ easily fit on a bookshelf.

1

A switch lets you select equalized
"System" output when using mini
speakers, or "Flat" output for use with
larger speakers.
Small Size Doesn’t Mean Small Sound.
Don’t let the size of System Seven fool
you. It has the features you’d expect to
find in full-size, higher-priced, stereo
components. We know! Because System Seven was engineered by Radio
Shack, and is manufactured in one of
our own 28 factories.

Equalized for Deep Bass From Mini
Speakers. Special "EQ" circuitry tailors
the amplifier’s response for uniform
, energy output at all frequencies from
$ Minimus-7 and other "mini" speakers.
, You’ll be surprised at just how good the
speakers sound! Here’s what Stereo
; Review Magazine has to say about
I’ ,..Minimus-7:

Advanced Circuit Design. The FM
tuner has an FET (Field Effect Transistor) for exra-high sensitivity and low
noise so you can hear even weaker,
more distant stations clearly. A PLL
(phase-locked loop) in the FM multiplex circuit assures you of full channel
separation for exceptional stereo
imagery. Another important feature is
a linear power IC that provides highgain and low-distortion for clean, clear
sound with plenty of dynamic punch.

"The panel found its sense of openness, level of definition, reproduction
’of musical detail, and stereo imaging
were all quite good . . . power han, dling above average . a good buy."

Operating Ease. Smooth, weighted flywheel tuning, and an illuminated
signal-strength meter make station selection easy. Dete.nted bass and treble
controls let you adjust the music the

way you like, and a loudness button
gives you full-range sound even at low
listening levels.
The Heart of a Fine Music System. A
magnetic phono input lets you use the
finest quality changers and turntables
to play records through your system
There are input and output jacks for
recording and playing tapes plus a button that gives you true off-the-tape
monitoring when recording with a
three-head deck. You can also add an
equalizer or other sound processing accessory. An aux input allows you to
play a sornnd tape deck or TV sound
thrcugh System Seven. Other features:
A and B speaker switching, headphone jack for private listening, AC
convenience outlet.
Maximum Sound, Minimum Size and
Price. Come in and try out System
Seven for yourself. It’s the result of
over two years of development, plus
our 61 years of experience in electronics. Covered by our limited warranty on both parts and labor, of
coursetwo yean, for the receiver,
five years for the speakers". System
Seven Is just $249. You save $30.85
off our regular $279.85 "each" price!

jok1

System Seven Proves That Good Things Come in Small Packages
At a Small Price!

Radio ihaek
Realistic Puts the "Real" in Sound

OL,.14 prgArs may way at .ndoodual stores and cleaktrs
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Only one tape deck combines the incredible realism of dbx
with the precise sound of direct drive Technics RS-M270X
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Technics
The science of sound

never

Grade c
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A lawsuit filed again:
about academic fairnes.
professors.
Laura Hylton, a 22-y,
former professor, the a
$125,000 over a B sheds
Some SJSU profess:::
the case offer differing v
professor relationship.
"Laura is trying to
tyranny," said Andrew 0
Part of the controve
green sheet is a contract.
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